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Abstract
Recent progress in information extraction has enabled the automatic construction of
large knowledge bases. Knowledge bases contain millions of entities (e.g. persons,
organizations, events, etc.), their semantic classes, and facts about them. Knowledge
bases have become a great asset for semantic search, entity linking, deep analytics,
and question answering. However, a common limitation of current knowledge bases is
the poor coverage of temporal knowledge. First of all, so far, knowledge bases have
focused on popular events and ignored long tail events such as political scandals, local
festivals, or protests. Secondly, they do not cover the textual phrases denoting events
and temporal facts at all.
The goal of this dissertation, thus, is to automatically populate knowledge bases with
this kind of temporal knowledge. The dissertation makes the following contributions
to address the afore mentioned limitations. The first contribution is a method for
extracting events from news articles. The method reconciles the extracted events into
canonicalized representations and organizes them into fine-grained semantic classes.
The second contribution is a method for mining the textual phrases denoting the events
and facts. The method infers the temporal scopes of these phrases and maps them to a
knowledge base.
Our experimental evaluations demonstrate that our methods yield high quality output
compared to state-of- the-art approaches, and can indeed populate knowledge bases
with temporal knowledge.

Kurzfassung
Der Fortschritt in der Informationsextraktion ermo¨glicht heute das automatischen
Erstellen von Wissensbasen. Derartige Wissensbasen enthalten Entita¨ten wie Personen,
Organisationen oder Events sowie Informationen u¨ber diese und deren semantische
Klasse. Automatisch generierte Wissensbasen bilden eine wesentliche Grundlage
fu¨r das semantische Suchen, das Verknu¨pfen von Entita¨ten, die Textanalyse und fu¨r
natu¨rlichsprachliche Frage-Antwortsysteme. Eine Schwa¨che aktueller Wissensbasen
ist jedoch die unzureichende Erfassung von temporalen Informationen. Wissenbasen
fokussieren in erster Linie auf popula¨re Events und ignorieren weniger bekannnte
Events wie z.B. politische Skandale, lokale Veranstaltungen oder Demonstrationen.
Zudem werden Textphrasen zur Bezeichung von Events und temporalen Fakten nicht
erfasst.
Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist es, Methoden zu entwickeln, die temporales Wissen au-
tomatisch in Wissensbasen integrieren. Dazu leistet die Dissertation folgende Beitra¨ge:
1. Die Entwicklung einer Methode zur Extrahierung von Events aus Nachrichtenar-
tikeln sowie deren Darstellung in einer kanonischen Form und ihrer Einordnung in
detaillierte semantische Klassen.
2. Die Entwicklung einer Methode zur Gewinnung von Textphrasen, die Events
und Fakten in Wissensbasen bezeichnen sowie einer Methode zur Ableitung ihres
zeitlichen Verlaufs und ihrer Dauer.
Unsere Experimente belegen, dass die von uns entwickelten Methoden zu qualitativ
deutlich besseren Ausgabewerten fu¨hren als bisherige Verfahren und Wissensbasen
tatsa¨chlich um temporales Wissen erweitern ko¨nnen.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 MOTIVATION
In the context of computers, knowledge is the compilation of facts, descriptions of
and information about things [1]. Therefore, it is crucial to gather this knowledge and
store it in a machine-readable format. Such a store of knowledge is called a knowledge
base (KB). KB’s contain entities (e.g. people, organizations, countries, events, etc.),
their alias names, their semantic classes, the relationships among them, and factual
assertions about them. Prominent examples of KB’s are YAGO, Freebase, DBpedia,
and Wikidata. KB’s are a key resource enabling computers to perform cognitive
applications like semantic search, natural language question answering, reasoning, etc.
Constructing KB’s requires data to tap into. A crucial amount of human knowledge
still resides in text documents such as books, articles, letters, news archives, and the
Web documents. Thus, large scale KB’s are constructed by extracting the knowledge
from text and constituting it in a machine-understandable format. This task is called
knowledge base construction.
KB construction methods extract information from natural language text by means
of computational linguistics. These methods compile knowledge by parsing the un-
structured elements of language, resolving the ambiguities, and linking these elements
to canonical elements deliberately. In other words, transforming the lexico-syntactic
constituents of the natural language to machine-readable canonicalized semantic
constituents.
1
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The research on KB construction has largely focused on populating KB’s by extraction
of i) new entities together with their semantic classes [2–5], and ii) new facts [6–31].
1. Entity Extraction. In the context of KB construction, entity extraction is the
task of identifying the noun phrases that mention real world entities together with
their semantic classes. To illustrate, entity extraction methods aim to detect phrases
like “Ronaldo”, or “CR7”, and link them to the entity hCristianoRonaldoi that is an
instance of the semantic classes hfootball playeri, and hpersoni.
2. Fact Extraction. Knowledge bases do not only contain entities and their classes,
but also the relationships among them. The task of extracting the relationships be-
tween entities is called fact extraction (a.k.a. relation extraction). For example, the
relation between the hWorldPlayerOfTheYeari award and hCristianoRonaldoi is a
hhasWonPrizei relation that could be stated through the fact
hCristianoRonaldo hasWonPrize WorldPlayerOfTheYeari. Recently, little research
has been focused on enriching knowledge bases with temporal scope of facts, as knowl-
edge about facts is highly ephemeral [32–40]. For example, the fact hCristianoRo-
naldo playsFor ManchesterUnitedi has a validity time from 2003 to 2009. It can
formally be represented as a 4-tuple hCristianoRonaldo hasWonPrize WorldPlayer-
OfTheYear [2003, 2009]i. The facts having a temporal scope are called temporal
facts.
As a result of success in knowledge extraction methods, current KB’s capture millions
of entities such as people, companies, and movies, their semantic classes, and facts
about them.
1.2 GOALS AND CHALLENGES
A common bottleneck of current KB’s is the poor coverage of temporal knowledge.
Extending KB’s with temporal knowledge, aside from the recent work on scoping facts
with time, has not been investigated thoroughly. First of all, event entities like sports
finals, political scandals, or natural disasters are the first class citizens of knowledge
bases. However, there is less research about extending KB’s with emerging event
entities. As a result, the knowledge about event entities is fairly limited. Secondly, the
research on extracting alias names for entities has not paid attention to event entities.
Similarly, extracting alias names for temporal facts has not received any attention at
all. As a result, KB’s have very low coverage of alias names for events and for facts,
an essential kind of temporal knowledge. Thus, this dissertation moves forward the
2
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state-of-the-art research in temporal knowledge extraction. It goes beyond finding
the temporal context of facts. It proposes novel approaches for populating KB’s with
temporal knowledge by stating the following goals: i) populating KB’s with new event
entities together with their semantic classes and informative facts about them, and ii)
populating KB’s with alias names for events and temporal facts.
These goals require addressing the following challenges in the field:
C1 Extracting event entities. Despite the advances in temporal knowledge har-
vesting methods, the coverage of long tail event entities is fairly limited. For
example, current KB’s contain an event like the UEFA Champions League Final
2013. However, none of them contain a subsequent event Bayern Munich Triple,
referring to this team’s winning of three championships a week later. The reason
is that the state-of-the-art research focused on extracting event entities along with
their semantic classes mostly from Wikipedia and similarly curated sources1. As
a result, they ignored local or emerging events like Bayern Munich Triple that are
too specific for Wikipedia yet would be desirable to include in a high-coverage
knowledge base. Such specific events, on the contrary, are usually covered in
news articles and in similar media. Therefore, going beyond Wikipedia articles is
a worthwhile research challenge to populate KB’s with event entities and their
semantic classes. Chapter 3 tackles this challenge.
C2 Extracting informative facts about events. Events are complex entities with
certain properties, i.e., events have begin/end dates, take place at certain locations,
have primary actors involved in, have sub-events, or follow up events. Each of
these properties are represented through facts in KB’s. For example, we would
like to automatically capture the following facts about an event like the UEFA
Champions League Final 2013:
h2013UEFAChampionsLeagueFinal happenedIn Londoni
h2013UEFAChampionsLeagueFinal happenedOn 2013-05-25i
h2013UEFAChampionsLeagueFinal hasWinningTeam BayernMunichi.
KB construction methods so far have extracted facts about events mostly from
Wikipedia’s infoboxes and categories. However, extracting such facts from news
and similar media is a harder challenge. Chapter 3 tackles this problem.
1The UEFA Champions League Final 2013 captured as an article in Wikipedia (https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/2013_UEFA_Champions_League_Final) so as in many knowledge bases.
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C3 Extracting alias names for events. Event names can be phrased in many ways.
To illustrate, the entity h2014WinterOlympicsi can be phrased as “Olympic
Games in Sochi”, “Games of the XXII Winter Olympiad”, or “first Winter
Olympics hosted by Russia”. It is significant to note that events are usually
phrased in natural language texts without proper capitalization. Therefore, knowl-
edge harvesting methods mostly fail to extract alias names for event entities. The
research in this line rather focused on relatively easier entities such as persons,
organizations, and locations. As a result, current knowledge bases have low
coverage of alias names for events. Chapter 4 tackles the challenge of extracting
alias names of events even if they are long and not properly capitalized phrases.
C4 Extracting alias names for facts. As with entities, a phrase can also be an alias
name for a fact. For example, the phrase “the second term of Florentino Pe´rez” is
an alias for the fact hFlorentinoPe´rez holdsPosition PresidentOfRealMadrid
[2009-now]i. The task of extracting alias names of temporal facts has not been
investigated at all. Populating knowledge bases with this kind of information
is invaluable in terms of semantic search, query understanding, summarization,
and deep text analytics. It is particularly significant for temporal tagging tasks,
as aliases for temporal facts help to annotate text with the temporal scope of
facts. To illustrate, the sentence “Cristiano Ronaldo’s transfer to Real made him
the most expensive football player of the year.” does not contain any temporal
expressions. It is not clear when Cristiano Ronaldo was the most expensive
player of the year. However, the phrase “Cristiano Ronaldo’s transfer to Real”
has a unique interpretation given a background knowledge. It is an alias for
the fact hCristianoRonaldo playsFor RealMadrid [2009, now]i. Thus, the
phrase “Cristiano Ronaldo’s transfer to Real” can be annotated with the year 2009.
We call such textual phrases that denote events or temporal facts temponyms.
Chapter 4 tackles this challenge.
1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS
The dissertation makes the following contributions that tackle the particular challenges
outlined above:
1. Populating knowledge bases with named event entities from news. The first
major contribution of this dissertation is to go beyond Wikipedia articles to harvest
knowledge about the events in the long tail as well as brand-new events. It presents a
4
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method for extracting events from news articles to populate a high quality knowledge
base (C1). The method takes news articles from various sources as input. Different
similarity measures among news articles are modeled in a multi-view graph. This
graph is coarsened via a novel algorithm based on the information theoretic principle
of minimum description length. Thus, the related news articles are grouped into a
canonicalized representation of event entities. These event entities are labeled with fine
grained semantic classes (C1). It also extracts relevant informative facts about these
events (C2): i) begin/end dates of events, ii) relationships among events (sub-events,
temporal order of events, etc.), and iii) people and organizations participating in events.
The results of this work were presented at the CIKM 2014 [41] and at the WWW
2014 [42] conferences.
2. Populating knowledge bases with temponyms. The second major contribution
of this dissertation is a method to populate KB’s with temponyms which are phrases
denoting named event entities (C3) or facts (C4). The presented method parses
input text to extract temponym candidates together with their contextual cues such
as entity mentions and time expressions. The method, then, leverages this rich set of
features around a temponym candidate to map it to a fact or event in a KB through an
Integer Linear Program (ILP). The ILP uses joint inference to produce high-quality
mappings of the temponym phrases to a knowledge base, thus canonicalizing the
representation of temponyms. The contributions here are twofold: i) the knowledge
base is populated with temponyms, and ii) the temporal information about events and
facts are propagated to temponym phrases in text. Hence, by solving this problem, we
create added-value temporal and semantic markup of text documents. The results of
this work were presented at the WWW 2016 [43] Conference and at the TempWeb
2016 Workshop [44].
This dissertation is based on the material published in the proceedings of the following
conferences:
• CIKM 2014 [41]
• WWW 2014 [42]
• WWW 2016 [43]
• TempWeb 2016 [44]
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1.4 DISSERTATION OUTLINE
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 begins by introducing
the general framework of knowledge bases, and knowledge base construction methods.
It also presents the state-of-the-art for each of these topics. Then, it summarizes the
history of information extraction methods. It ends with a review of challenges and
research directions, building a base for the novelty of our methods by outlining the
bottlenecks of the previous research. Chapter 3 presents the methods for populating
KB’s with fine-grained emerging events, along with detailed semantic typing and
relationships among events, as well as important entities participating in events. It also
demonstrates a system for searching and exploring a knowledge base of such events.
Chapter 4 presents the methods for populating KB’s with temponyms, thus, allowing
comprehensive tagging of temponyms in text with temporal scopes via linking these
temponyms to knowledge base events and facts. It also describes the integration
of a wide range of temponyms to a temporal tagging software. Chapter 5 provides
concluding remarks and outlines possible directions for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND & RELATED
WORK
Recently, there is growing interest in knowledge harvesting. However, certain topics
such as populating knowledge bases with events and temporal facts are not investigated
well enough. This dissertation is focused on populating knowledge bases with this kind
of temporal knowledge. This chapter introduces background and related work required
for the rest of the dissertation. The first section introduces the basic concepts in
knowledge bases. The second section explains the concepts in information extraction.
The prominent projects related to this dissertation are also explained in the sections.
The third section compares related tasks to the research goals of the dissertation.
Finally, the chapter ends with a summary.
2.1 KNOWLEDGE BASE PRELIMINARIES
2.1.1 Knowledge Base
Definition 2.1.1 — knowledge base. A knowledge base is a semantic database
used for the collection and management of knowledge in c. It describes world’s
entities, their semantic properties, and their mutual relationships in the form of
logical statements.
Knowledge bases can be manually compiled by domain experts. Examples are
Cyc [45], WordNet [46], SNOMED [47], and more [48]. Alternatively, knowl-
edge bases can be automatically constructed by information extraction techniques as
7
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well. Examples are KnowItAll [49], ConceptNet [50], DBpedia [51], Freebase [52],
NELL [10], WikiTaxonomy [53], and YAGO [4, 18].
2.1.2 Ontology
In philosophy, ontology is the study of what exists [54]. In computer science we define
an ontology as follows:
Definition 2.1.2 — ontology. An ontology is the description of a domain of
knowledge along with its properties, classes, and relationships by a formal language
[55, 56].
Some authors call only the description of classes and relations the ontology, and
refer to the instantiations of classes and relations as the knowledge base [48, 55]. In
this present work, we use both of the terms in the same way. Ontologies formalize
knowledge through specific languages. The ontology languages are close to first-order
logic in terms of expressiveness. The most commonly used ontology languages are
based on description logic. The World Wide Web Consortium suggests RDFS/OWL
as ontology language. RDFS/OWL is based on the Resource Description Format
(RDF), a standard knowledge representation model. RDF stores data in the form of
subject-predicate-object triples. We call such triples facts. Some examples of facts
(taken from the YAGO ontology) are in Table 2.1. Ontologies commonly consist of
classes, entities, literals, and relations.
2.1.3 Classes
Ontologies define a type system (a taxonomy) to organize entities into equivalence
classes. These classes may include common types such as hentityi, heventi, hpersoni,
or hlocationi. They may include more specific types such as hstriker(football)i,
hfootball playeri, hsports competitioni, or hmatch finali. These classes are or-
ganized into higher classes. RDFS/OWL language uses the hrdfs:subClassOfi predi-
cate to describe the subsumption relation between classes. An example from Table 2.1
is hfootball player rdfs:subClassOf personi.
2.1.4 Entities and Literals
Ontologies define individual entities specified by the domain knowledge.
8
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Definition 2.1.3 — entity. An entity is the central semantic item of a knowledge
base that is a uniquely identifiable thing such as hCristianoRonaldoi, hRealMadridi,
hMilanoi, or h2016UEFAChampionsLeagueFinali.
Ontologies provide classes in order to specify the type information for entities. RDF-
S/OWL uses the hrdf:typei predicate to describe the “instance of” relation between
entities and classes. An example from Table 2.1 is hCristianoRonaldo rdf:type
striker(football)i.
Ontologies define notion of literals.
Definition 2.1.4 — literal. A literal is a string that represents a value.
For example, the string "2016-06-01^^xsd:date" represents a particular date, where
hxsd:datei is a data type. RDF specifies values of the same type into data types.
Another example of literals are alias names of entities. For example, the literal
"CR7" is an alias name for hCristianoRonaldoi. Alias names are represented by
RDFS/OWL’s hrdfs:labeli predicate. Examples can be seen in Table 2.1.
ID Subject Predicate Object
h#1i hCristianoRonaldoi hwasBornIni hFunchali
h#2i hCristianoRonaldoi hwasBornOni "1985-02-05^^xsd:date"
h#3i hCristianoRonaldoi hhasWonPrizei hWorldPlayerOfTheYeari
h#5i hCristianoRonaldoi hplaysFori hRealMadridi
h#6i hRealMadridi hownsi hBernabe´uStadiumi
h#7i h2014FIFAWorldCupi hstartedOni "2014-06-12^^xsd:date"
h#7i h2014FIFAWorldCupi hendedOni "2014-07-13^^xsd:date"
h#8i hCristianoRonaldoi hrdf:typei hstriker(football)i
h#9i h2014FIFAWorldCupi hrdf:typei hsports competitioni
h#10i hstriker(football)i hrdfs:subClassOfi hfootball playeri
h#11i hfootball playeri hrdfs:subClassOfi hpersoni
h#12i hCristianoRonaldoi hrdfs:labeli "CR7"
h#13i hCristianoRonaldoi hrdfs:labeli "Ronaldo"
h#14i hCristianoRonaldoi hrdfs:labeli "dos SantosAveiro"
h#15i h#3i honi "2008-##-##^^xsd:date"
h#16i h#5i hsincei "2009-##-##^^xsd:date"
TABLE 2.1: A fragment of the YAGO knowledge base in tabular form.
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2.1.5 Relations
Ontologies define sets of predicates that capture interesting relations between knowl-
edge base items such as entities, classes, or literals. The first argument of a relation is
called subject, and the second argument is called object. The subject and the object
stand in the relation given by the predicate. Thus, a predicate is the indicator function
of a relation. In this present work, we use the term relation in the same way as predi-
cate. Ontologies define domain and range restrictions for the subject and the object
of predicates. Thus, each predicate has a type signature. For instance, the predicate
hhasWonPrizei has hpersoni as its domain, and hawardi as its range.
Instances of predicates can be seen as the edges connecting semantic items, thus,
creating subject-predicate-object (SPO) triples. A collection of such triples constitutes
a knowledge graph. Such graphs have great benefits. Applications include semantic
search over entities and relations,and natural language question answering over facts.
The SPO model provides many advantages. It offers flexibility to easily add new
information to a knowledge base. New predicates can be defined with domain and
range specifications. New information, then, can be added to the knowledge base by
populating these predicates. This is how knowledge bases are populated with new
knowledge. Another advantage of the triple model is the power it offers for higher
order relations. A higher order relation takes a triple as its subject. In order to append
additional information to a triple, RDF uses the reification mechanism. Reification
works as follows: Assume that we would like to specify the validity time for a fact
f . To express this constellation in RDF, an ID for f is created. Next, a second fact is
created having the ID of f as its subject and the temporal information as its object. For
example, given the fact hCristianoRonaldo playsFor RealMadridi, with the fact
ID h#5i the begin date of the validity of the fact (2009) is appended as h#5 since
"2009-##-##^^xsd:date"i. Here, we assume that the predicate hsincei is defined
upfront.
Ontologies contain different sorts of relations:
• Unary relations. These are the relations that denote the classes of sets of entities.
The type information for entities in ontologies is represented through unary
relations.
10
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• Binary relations. These are the relations that hold between two entities (or be-
tween entities and literals) of particular types. An example is hCristianoRonaldo
wasBornIn Funchali.
• N-ary relations. Some facts may require more than just two arguments such as
the facts with a time scope. These kind of facts are represented in RDF through
the reification mechanism.
2.1.6 YAGO
A prominent project in the field of knowledge bases is YAGO. YAGO [4] is a knowl-
edge base that combines Wikipedia and WordNet [46]. Each article in Wikipedia
becomes an entity in YAGO. Particular categories in Wikipedia are used to extract type
information for entities. YAGO uses a special algorithm to link this type information
to the WordNet taxonomy [4]. This results in a very precise and large ontological
information for entities. YAGO taps into Wikipedia infoboxes to extract facts about
entities. YAGO has around 100 manually defined relations. Each has several extraction
patterns to obtain facts. As a result, YAGO has more than 100 million facts with 95%
precision.
In this work YAGO, is the particular knowledge base that we aim to populate with
temporal knowledge.
2.2 TEMPORAL KNOWLEDGE
2.2.1 Time
The Concept of Time.
Time is the continued progress of existence and events in the past, present, and future
regarded as a whole [57]. The concept of time has been a long debated issue in
philosophy [58]. In our work, we take a pragmatic approach about time.
Time Points and Intervals.
A time point denotes the smallest time unit of fixed granularity. Ontologies store
temporal information as literals through particular data types such as RDFS/OWL’s
hxsd:datei. A time point is assigned to a fact if the fact is an instantaneous event.
Time points could represent years, days, or seconds. The representation of the
granularity of a time point is ontology dependent. YAGO, for example, denotes
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time points typically with a resolution of days, but sometimes with a cruder res-
olution like years. Dates, in YAGO, are denoted in the standard calendar format
"YYYY-MM-DD^^xsd:date" (ISO 8601). If only the year is known, the dates are written
in the form "YYYY-##-##^^xsd:date" with # as a wildcard symbol.
A time interval is the part of the time axis bounded by two time points as begin and
end. Knowledge bases assign facts a time interval if they have a duration with known
begin or end dates.
2.2.2 Temporal Knowledge Representation
Temporal knowledge is an old AI topic [59]. Russel and Norvig [60] define temporal
facts as fluents, i.e., facts whose validity is a function defined over time. There are
different approaches to model this notion in the context of knowledge bases. A popular
approach is reification. Another approach [61, 62] uses quadruples instead of RDF
triples. The fourth component of a quadraple is used for the validity time of fluents.
A third approach [18] uses subject-predicate-object-time-location-context (SPOTLX)
tuples, where the fourth component is time.
Regardless of how time is formally represented, there are two central concepts in
temporal knowledge bases: events and temporal facts.
Events.
Events are special entities that occur at a specific time and place (e.g., sports finals,
battles, elections, etc.). Knowledge bases assign particular semantic classes to events.
Every event happens during a time interval. If the start and end date of an event
coincides, then it happens on a time point with respect to a certain temporal granularity
such as a day.
Temporal Facts.
Some facts are time variant such as presidencies, marriages, and some are not such as
birth and death dates. The temporal information is appended to time-invariant facts as
their object. For example, hCristianoRonaldo wasBornOn "1985-02-05^^xsd:date"i.
The time variant facts, similar to events, have a start and an end showing their validity
times.
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2.2.3 YAGO2
YAGO2 [18] is the only publicly available knowledge base in which entities, facts, and
events are anchored in both time and space1. It is an extension of YAGO knowledge
base that goes beyond the SPO triples by introducing the temporal (T), spatial (L),
and context (X) dimensions. This results in SPOTLX tuples. It extracts temporal facts
from Wikipedia infoboxes, categories, and lists through particular extraction rules.
These are created by extending the YAGO fact extraction rules with new temporal
information extraction rules. As a result, YAGO2 is a large time aware ontology with
more than 30 million temporal facts.
2.3 INFORMATION EXTRACTION
Extracting semantic information from text to populate a knowledge base is called
knowledge harvesting. Information Extraction (IE) is the main technology for tackling
the goals of knowledge harvesting [27, 66]. IE refers to the automatic extraction
of structured information from unstructured sources. With roots in the Natural Lan-
guage Processing community, IE is now part of many different communities spanning
machine learning, information retrieval, databases, and Web mining. This section
explains the evolution of the IE field from its early days to recent projects showing its
present significance.
2.3.1 History of Information Extraction
Template Filling.
Early systems defined templates for information extraction. Templates are linguistic
patterns manually created by experts. They are used to capture the structure of the
facts sought in a given domain. Each template consists of slots to be filled. The slots
are usually a set of attribute-value pairs, with the values being text strings. Early IE
tasks were centered around template filling tasks [67–69].
Message Understanding Conferences.
DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) financed a series of con-
ferences to encourage the development of new and better methods of information
extraction. These conferences were called Message Understanding Conferences
1There is also YAGO2s [63, 64], a refactored version of YAGO2 with a transparent and modular
architecture, and YAGO3 [65] an extension of YAGO2s with multilingual facts and entities.
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(MUC) [70–73]. MUC focused on extracting domain-specific information from the
text to fill slots of prescribed templates. Typical slots were, for example, the cause, the
agent, the time, and the place of an event. At the sixth conference (MUC-6) [72] the
named entity recognition task was added. The task was to mark the name of an entity
as person, location, organization, time, or quantity.
Automatic Content Extraction.
NIST (The National Institute of Standards and Technology) assembled a research
program for developing advanced information extraction technologies succeeding
MUC. The program was called Automatic Content Extraction (ACE). Unlike the task
of identifying the names of entities as in MUC, ACE pursued the goal of detecting
entities as target objects, and relations between them [74, 75]. Thus, two important
fields of IE emerged: i) entity extraction, and ii) relation extraction.
2.3.2 Entity Extraction
Named Entities.
Naming things to refer to their identities is a long-standing issue in philosophy [76–
79]. In IE, names of entities are noun phrases comprising of one or a few tokens
in natural language text. Examples are names of persons, organizations, locations,
products, dates, monetary expressions, numbers, quantities, percentages, and geo-
political entities. In knowledge bases, the popular form of entities are entities with
proper noun phrases, so-called named entities. Examples of named entities are persons,
organizations, locations, products, and geo-political entities.
Named Entity Recognition.
Named entity recognition (NER) is the task of identifying mentions of named entities in
text and classifying them into pre-defined categories. These categories are a handful of
coarse types such as persons, organizations, locations, temporal expressions, quantities,
monetary values, and percentages. NERwas first introduced inMUC-6 [72]. It consists
of three subtasks:
• Recognition of proper names and acronyms of persons, locations, and organiza-
tions (ENAMEX),
• recognition of temporal expressions (TIMEX),
• recognition of monetary and numeric expressions (NUMEX).
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The survey by Nadeau and Sekine [80] gives a comprehensive overview of the methods
for named entity recognition.
One of the most widely known general-purpose NER systems is the Stanford NER
tool [81]. Stanford NER is a Named Entity Recognition tool implemented in Java. It
includes named entity recognizers for English and other languages, particularly for
the three ENAMEX classes: PERSON, ORGANIZATION, and LOCATION. Stanford
NER uses Conditional Random Field (CRF) classifiers [82] to label entities with
pre-defined classes.
Named Entity Disambiguation.
NER seeks for identifying the phrases denoting an entity, without knowing which
unique entity is denoted. Named entity disambiguation (NED), on the other hand, is
the task of mapping ambiguous names in texts to unique entities in the real world.
NED systems usually employ NER methods as the first step to recognize names of
entities. The phrases recognized by NER are called mentions or alias names of entities.
The goal of NED, then, is to link these mentions in text to canonical entities in a
repository like a knowledge base. The dissertation by Hoffart [83] gives a detailed and
comprehensive overview of the methods for named entity disambiguation.
Hoffart et. al. introduced the NED system called AIDA [84] which has become
the state-of-the-art tool for NED. AIDA is a framework and online tool for entity
detection and disambiguation. Given a natural-language text, AIDA extracts entity
mentions and maps them onto canonical entities in a knowledge base like YAGO.
AIDA exploits the similarity between the contexts of the entity mentions, and the
coherence among candidate entities for the mentions. Thus, it jointly disambiguates
mentions to canonical entities. Other prominent NED systems are [85–93].
Temporal Information Extraction.
Temporal expressions are another type of entities that are introduced in MUC-6 [72].
The task was to merely recognize temporal expressions in text without classifying or
disambiguating them. However, classifying temporal expressions and understanding
their time value is crucial for many research tasks such as topic detection and tracking,
document summarization, document retrieval, and fact extraction [39, 94, 95]. Tem-
poral information extraction is the task of the i) extraction, ii) classification, iii) and
normalization of temporal expressions occurring in text.
Extraction is the recognition of the phrases that are temporal expressions such as “14th
of February 2015”, “last week”, “the next decades”.
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Classification is about marking up temporal expressions with four pre-defined types:
date expressions (e.g., Feb 14, 2015), time expressions (e.g., Wednesday 17:30),
duration expressions (e.g., three decades), and set expressions (e.g., every Wednesday).
Normalization aims to map temporal expressions having the same semantics to the
same canonical value in a standard format. For example, the temporal expres-
sions “14th of February 2015” and “Valentine’s day of 2015” are normalized to
"2015-02-14". TIMEML is the standard specification language for temporal expres-
sions [96]. The dissertation by Stro¨tgen [97] gives a detailed and comprehensive
overview of the field.
Stro¨tgen et. al. developed the HeidelTime temporal tagger [98] which has a very high
quality in terms of both precision and recall. HeidelTime is a rule-based system mainly
using regular expression patterns for the extraction and normalization of temporal
expressions. It uses linguistic clues for understanding the semantics of temporal
expressions. Thus, it achieves the best results in classification and normalization of
temporal expressions [99]. We used HeidelTime to extract and normalize temporal
expressions throughout the work presented in this dissertation.
2.3.3 Relation Extraction
Once entities are extracted in text (including numbers, dates, etc.), the second step
is to extract the relations that hold between these entities. This is called relation
extraction (a.k.a. fact extraction). The output of relation extraction is usually in the
form of subject-predicate-object (SPO) triples. Relation extraction systems typically
fall into two categories according to whether the set of the relations are known apriori.
These two categories are open information extraction [100] and ontological fact
extraction [28]. Open information extraction (Open IE) does not assume the existence
of entities or relations. Any noun phrase is considered to be an entity. Similarly, any
phrase between entities is considered to be a relation. No semantics on the entities or
on the relations is enforced. This results in high coverage but low levels of precision.
Therefore, Open IE is not suitable to populate a high quality knowledge base. The
methods introduced in this dissertation are to populate a knowledge base with temporal
knowledge. Thus, our methods fall into the ontological fact extraction category.
Ontological Fact Extraction.
In contrast to Open IE, ontological fact extraction systems take the typed relations
to be populated as input. One class of these systems extract facts by applying hand-
crafted lexico-syntactic patterns over text documents. A popular example among these
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are Hearst patterns [101] for extracting hyponym/hypernym pairs (i.e., instances of
the htypei relation). Many large-scale knowledge graphs are built through a similar
process. Examples are YAGO, Freebase, and DBpedia. These projects extract facts
from semi-structured sources such as Wikipedia via hand-crafted extraction rules.
Manually specifying extraction patterns yields highly precise facts. However, it does
not scale when the number of relations increases. To deal with this issue, extraction
systems that can automatically learn extraction patterns have been developed. These
systems take relations and a few example facts for these relations as input. As a first
step, these facts are spotted in text. Then, they automatically learn the patterns (textual
phrases) for expressing the input relations. As a second step, they extract more facts
by applying the learned patterns on text. Examples of these systems are DIPRE [8],
Snowball [6], SOFIE [28], PROSPERA [24], and more [7, 9–23, 25–27, 29–31]. There
are similar approaches to extract the temporal scope of facts. Recently, a sub-field
of ontological fact extraction emerged for this goal, temporal fact extraction. It aims
to populate a set of given relations with new facts with additional time annotations.
There are various IE approaches that harvest temporal scope of facts [32–36, 38–40].
An example temporal fact extraction system is T-YAGO [33, 38]. This system extracts
temporal facts given the relations taken from YAGO.
2.4 RELATED TASKS
This dissertation focuses on two tasks: i) populating knowledge bases with named
events, ii) populating knowledge bases with temponyms which are phrases denoting
named events or facts. Our work addresses these tasks from novel perspectives with
novel contributions. We discuss how our methods differ from previous work below.
2.4.1 Populating Knowledge Bases with Events
The previous work on events falls into two categories: i) ontological event extraction,
ii) mining events from news.
Ontological Event Extraction.
Knowledge bases such as YAGO [4, 18], DBpedia [51], or Freebase [52] contain
entities of type heventi. They contain fine-grained classes to which events belong,
and facts about them. These projects extract events from curated sources such as
Wikipedia. This yields very accurate output but low coverage. The reason is that they
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capture a new event only after it has a sufficiently rich Wikipedia article. Thus, major
events are captured only late, after being properly edited in Wikipedia. As a result,
events in the long tail, and brand-new events are completely out of scope. However,
we aim to capture more events of this kind as early possible. This is achieved by
tapping into news articles rather than curated sources such as Wikipedia. Thus, we
can populate a high quality knowledge base with a high coverage of named events
extracted from news.
Story Mining from News.
There is a large amount of work on topic detection and story mining on news [102–
109]. However, the events found by these systems are not ontological events. An
ontology requires canonical representations and semantic typing for event entities. In
contrast, the output of previous work has neither of these. The goal of these systems
was not to populate a knowledge base. They merely aim to group news of the same
topic or story. Thus, the output is semantically not clean for populating a knowledge
base. So there is a fundamental difference between traditional event mining and our
goal of populating a knowledge base. Our methods combine the ideas of event mining
from news, and ontological event extraction. We achieve semantically clean output
with high precision and high coverage, by enforcing semantic constraints on the events
extracted from news.
2.4.2 Populating Knowledge Bases with Temponyms
Temponym detection and disambiguation has not been addressed in any prior work.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to introduce the task. However,
there are several related research tasks.
Temporal Information Extraction.
Temporal expressions in explicit, relative and implicit forms have been extensively
studied as part of the TempEval competitions [99, 110]. Implicit temporal expres-
sions (“Valentine’s day”, “new year’s eve”, etc.), in particular, are akin to temponyms.
These expressions do not require a knowledge base of events or facts to be disam-
biguated, though. They can simply be resolved with hand crafted rules [111, 112].
In contrast, temponyms require to be mapped to knowledge base events or facts to
be disambiguated. Moreover, temponyms are context dependent. We need methods
that can leverage the context of a temponym (entities, temporal expressions, and other
temponyms) to disambiguate it.
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Named Entity Recognition and Disambiguation.
There are ample papers and software tools on named entity recognition and disambigua-
tion (NERD) [113–115]. In particular, the survey by Shen et al. gives a comprehensive
overview [115]. Methods for named entity recognition work well for names of people,
places, and organizations. However, temponyms have a different nature than named
entities, as they are phrased in text in many ways. As a result, general-purpose NERD
tools often fail to recognize and disambiguate temponyms. The disambiguation of
temponyms is a challenging task due to the semantic and temporal context that they
depend on.
2.5 SUMMARY
This chapter defined central concepts in knowledge bases, including classes, entities,
literals, and relations. It then discussed temporal knowledge and how it is represented.
The chapter continued with a brief history of information extraction. It started with
presenting the early IE tasks, proceeding to modern ontological fact extraction systems.
Throughout the chapter, software tools and projects that are relevant to this dissertation
have been introduced. Finally, the chapter discussed related tasks, by comparing them
to our research goals.
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CHAPTER 3
POPULATING KNOWLEDGE
BASES WITH EVENTS
A named event is an entity that happened at a certain time or during a certain time
period. Examples include battles, elections, concerts, championships, disasters, fairs,
economic summits, etc. Named events are particularly important for knowledge
bases. Modern knowledge bases contain entities of type heventi and fine-grained
semantic classes which they belong. These knowledge bases contain facts about
events such as temporal positioning and location of events, and involved entities. This
knowledge enables a new semantic awareness in search, summarization, analytics,
and recommendations. However, a problem of current knowledge bases is coverage;
the amount of named events is fairly limited. The main reason is that entities and
facts are mostly extracted from Wikipedia and similarly curated sources. None of the
major knowledge bases taps into news or social media for increasing their population
of named events. There is no methodology for harvesting named events in the long
tail, and for capturing emerging events. This chapter presents this dissertation’s
contribution towards extracting named events from news to populate a high quality
knowledge base.
3.1 MOTIVATION
Named Event Extraction from Wikipedia. Wikipedia based event extraction sys-
tems [4, 18, 51, 52] treat an event article in Wikipedia as an event entity. These
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systems use regular expressions to extract facts from semi-structured elements (in-
fobox, categories, lists, etc.) in each event article. This approach yields highly precise
facts. However, they face the problem of low coverage. The major events, by this
approach, are captured only late, after being properly edited in Wikipedia. Moreover,
they cannot capture the dependencies between events such as subsequent events, or
sub-events. For example, we would like to automatically capture an event like the
UEFA Champions League Final 2013, along with its involved entities such as the
winning team Bayern Munich. We also would like to capture a subsequent event
Bayern Munich Triple, referring to this team’s winning of three championships a week
later. The UEFA Champions League Final 2013 captured as an article in Wikipedia1
so as in many knowledge bases. However, the Bayern Munich Triple is too specific for
Wikipedia yet would be desirable to include in a high-coverage knowledge base.
Event Mining from News. Event and topic mining systems extract events and story-
lines from a batch or stream of news articles (e.g., [102, 103, 116]). These methods
compute output at the level of (ambiguous) noun phrases such as news headlines rather
than true event entities. These systems may extract high coverage of events but they
lack on semantic quality. For example, a typical output of such a system could be
events such as Bayern wins Champions League, Bayern beats Borussia, Bayern’s
triumph in London, etc. These are semantically overlapping entities, and do not denote
distinct named events. Such simple clusters of news articles are not sufficient for
a high-quality knowledge base. In contrast, we would like to reconcile all surface
cues for the same event. For example, news articles with different titles, timestamps,
entities would be reconciled into a single entity in a canonicalized representation.
Moreover, we would like to assign fine-grained class labels such as hsoccer finalsi
or hEuropean sports championshipsi to an event entity.
In summary, traditional event mining systems and Wikipedia based event extraction
systems do not satisfy the goal of populating a knowledge base with fine-grained
emerging events. Our goal is to overcome the key limitations of these systems by
building a system with the following properties:
1. Canonicalized event entities: Event entities should be in canonicalized forms
rather than mere clusters of text snippets or noun phrases from news articles. In other
words, exactly all news referring to the same event should be placed in the same
equivalence class. Besides, a representative name should be chosen for the event.
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2013 UEFA Champions League Final
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2. Semantic labeling: Each event must be labeled with one or more semantic types
from a knowledge base. In addition, events should be annotated with their participating
entities like people, organizations, locations, etc. These in turn should also reside in
the knowledge base, rather than being mere noun phrases.
3. Temporal ordering: Events must be placed on positions or intervals on the time
axis. This is a requirement for chronological ordering of related events (e.g., one
following the other, a semi-final match is followed by the final match, etc.), even if the
news articles that constitute an event exhibit widely varying timestamps.
4. Event hierarchies: Events should be organized in a hierarchical manner, with
refinements into sub-events and inclusion in super-events. For example, Edward
Snowden’s request for asylum in several European countries is a sub-event of the
Prism Scandal, and Arab Spring has sub-events such as Egyptian Revolution, Tunisian
Uprising, etc.
Problem Statement. Having the goals above in mind, we state the research problem
of this work as follows:
P Populate a knowledge base with fine-grained emerging events,
along with detailed semantic typing (e.g., using classes like rock
concerts or hurricanes), relationships among events (sub-events,
temporal order, etc.), as well as people and organizations partici-
pating in events.
The raw input for this task is articles from newspapers, magazines, and online feeds.
A seemingly obvious approach would be to run a clustering algorithm on a set of news
articles, using a text-based content similarity measure. Each resulting cluster would
then be interpreted as a separate event. Although, this general rationale is adequate,
our goal is to go beyond this and to make the output as semantic as possible by having
the four goals stated above. Thus, we can obtain semantically clear output that is ready
for populating a high-quality knowledge base.
From a technical perspective, we define the following computational problem: Given
a heterogeneous collection of news articles (from many different sources),
1. group these into equivalence classes denoting the same events,
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2. label the equivalence classes with semantic types and participating entities,
3. chain them in chronological order on the timeline,
4. and organize them in a sub-/super-event hierarchy.
3.2 CONTRIBUTION
This work overcomes the key limitations of event extraction systems. The work
contributes along the dimensions of the afore-mentioned four goals. It presents novel
methods and software tools for populating event classes of high-quality knowledge
bases. It does so by extracting, cleaning, and canonicalizing fine-grained named events
from news corpora.
This work makes the following contributions:
1. mapping news articles into event classes by automatically labeling them with
fine-grained types using statistical language models;
2. a multi-view graph model that captures relationships and relatedness measures
between news articles;
3. a novel graph-coarsening algorithm for grouping and temporally ordering news
articles based on the information-theoretic principle of minimum description
length;
4. building a high-quality knowledge base with 25000 named events automatically
derived from 300000 news articles;
An example output from the event knowledge base that we built is shown in Figure
3.1. Our method achieves this output, by processing several hundred articles about
the UEFA Champions League season 2012/2013. The figure shows three different
events and the news articles from which they were inferred. The representative names
of the events are shown inside the ovals. The top band shows the semantic types of
the events, and the bottom line shows their participating entities. The figure shows
the positioning of the events on the time axis. and their chronological ordering. Note
that the underlying articles in each cluster are not necessarily from the same date; so
different clusters can overlap in their overall timespans. Inferring the temporal order
between events is rather challenging. However, our method finds accurate temporal
ordering between events in spite of this challenge.
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FIGURE 3.1: Output for the theme of “UEFA Champions League 2012/2013”.
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{{Infobox Historical event
| Event Name = The French Revolution
| Image Name = Prise de la Bastille.jpg
| Image Caption = The storming of the Bastille, 14 July 1789
| Participants = French society
| Location = [[France]]
| Date start = 1789
| Date end = 1799
| Result = [[Proclamation of the abolition of the monarchy]]
}}
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
[[Category:French Revolution]]
[[Category:18th-century rebellions]]
[[Category:18th-century revolutions]]
TABLE 3.1: Wikipedia infobox and categories for the article French Revolution.
3.3 RELATEDWORK
Ontological event extraction.
Knowledge bases such as YAGO [4, 18], DBpedia [51], or Freebase [52] contain
entities of type event, fine-grained classes to which they belong, and facts about
them. These systems extract events and facts about them from Wikipedia infoboxes
and categories. Wikipedia infoboxes and categories are essentially typed records of
attribute-value pairs that contain the most significant information about the event
described by the article. For example, Table 3.1 shows the infobox and categories of
the Wikipedia article about the French Revolution. The table contains information
about the name of the event, its location, its date, the participants of the event, its
semantic categories, and more. Therefore, a set of well-crafted regular expressions
usually suffice to extract events. In addition, another rule-based method by [33] has
shown how to increase the number of named events and temporal facts extracted from
Wikipedia. The method does not only tap into Wikipedia infoboxes and categories,
but also to lists, article titles, and other semi-structured elements in Wikipedia articles.
However, all these approaches can extract an event and facts about it only if it has a
sufficiently rich Wikipedia article (with infobox, categories, etc.). Capturing a brand
new event or a local event in the long tail is out of hope for these approaches.
Event extraction in computational linguistics.
Another related work is event extraction task as introduced in the TempEval Challenge
workshops [99, 110, 117], based on the TimeML markup language [96]. The task is
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about identifying the temporal relations [118] between event-time and event-event.
The state-of-the-art system on this task is TARSQI [37, 119] and TIE [34]. TARSQI
detects temporal expressions by marking events and generating temporal associations
between events. In the example sentence “Portugal won the UEFA Euro 2016 cup in
France last month.”, systems like TARSQI consider the verb “won” to be an event,
and the adverbial phrase “last month” to be a time point. Furthermore, they capture
the relation between “won” and “last month”, in a so-called event-time relation. The
TIE system does not only detect the temporal relationships between times and events,
but also uses probabilistic inference to bound the time points of the begin and end of
an event. In addition to TempEval tasks, there is also considerable work in NLP on
events in narrative texts [120–123] and in clinical reports [104, 124].
The concept of event used in all these works differs fundamentally from our notion
of ontological events. In contrast, they define events to be verb forms with tenses,
adjectives, and nouns that describe the temporal aspects of the events.
Event extraction and story mining from news.
Historically news has been the best source of information on events. Thus, there is
a large amount of work on event extraction and story mining on news, e.g., [102–
105, 108, 116, 120, 125–129]. However, the events found by these systems are not
ontological events. These events are computed at the level of (ambiguous) noun
phrases such as news headlines rather than true event entities. For example, a typical
output could be events such as “Real wins Champions League”, “Real beats Atletico
again”, “Real’s triumph in Milan”, “Ronaldo’s decisive penalty for Real”, etc. These
are semantically overlapping and do not denote distinct events. Simple clusters of
news articles are not sufficient for a high-quality knowledge base. On the contrary, we
require canonical representations and semantic typing of events. Thus, the output is
clean enough for populating a knowledge base.
3.4 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We developed the EVIN system to extract events from news. The name is coined from
the phrase “EVents In News”. EVIN takes a news corpus as input. This corpus can be
obtained from online news from a heterogeneous set of sources such as newspapers,
magazines, and other news feeds. A very first step is to extract basic features from
this raw data by using information extraction tools. These features are the title, the
content, the publication date, the entities, and the temporal expressions appearing in a
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FIGURE 3.2: Architecture of the EVIN System.
news article. These are used to compute the various similarities between news articles.
The feature sets and the distance measures to compute similarities are explained in
Section 3.5. Later, extracting canonicalized and semantically organized event entities
from news articles proceeds in three steps as shown in Figure 3.2:
1. Labeling news with semantic types: The first step is to label news articles to
semantic event types in a knowledge base. The semantic labels of news articles are
later carried over to the distilled events. The labeling phase is further detailed in
Section 3.6.
2. Grouping and chaining: In this phase the feature sets (including semantic labels)
and the distance measures are used together to construct a graph of news articles.
The construction of the graph is explained in Section 3.7. News are grouped in
a hierarchical manner based on coarsening the graph. Each group will eventually
be an event. The coarsening step also takes care of chaining the related events in
chronological order, Section 3.8.2. In order to identify the optimal coarsened graph,
we developed an optimization model that employs information-theoretic principles,
Section 3.8.3. We developed novel coarsening algorithms in the framework of our
optimization model to extract events from a given MVAG, (Section 3.8.4).
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3. Populating a KB: This step complements the output of the previous step by ranking
the event candidates based on a scoring model. Thus, only the events with a high
quality would be selected to populate a knowledge base. Finally, the events and their
semantic annotations are placed in the knowledge base, populating a taxonomy of
fine-grained semantic types. This is further detailed in Section 3.8.5.
3.5 FEATURES AND DISTANCE MEASURES
Our methodology extracts various features from news articles to compute various
similarities.
3.5.1 Feature Sets
We exploit four kinds of feature groups that are provided by each news article n or can
be derived from it by information extraction methods:
Definition 3.5.1 — textual content. It is the content of an article and denoted by
C (n) (or C if clear from the context). Textual content consists of the words, the
date literals, the numbers, appearing in the title and the body of a news article.
Definition 3.5.2 — publication date. It is the timestamp of a news article denot-
ing the date of publication. The publication date of the news article n denoted by
t(n), (or t if clear from the context).
Definition 3.5.3 — entity set. The entity set of a news article contains the people,
the organizations, the countries, the companies, etc., appearing in the textual
content of the news article. The entity set of the news article n denoted by A (n)
(or A if clear from context).
The entity names appearing in a news article are extracted using the Stanford NER tag-
ger [81]. Please note that since these are used as features for subsequent processing, we
do not attempt to disambiguate entities onto canonical representations in a knowledge
base. We rather accept a tolerable level of ambiguity and noise.
Definition 3.5.4 — semantic types. Semantic types of a news article are the
classes of events reported by the news article, for example, bombing, earthquake,
festival, concert, etc. The semantic types of the news article n denoted by T (n)
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(or T if clear from context).
3.5.2 Distance Measures
Features are used to compute different kinds of distance measures between news
articles.
Definition 3.5.5 — content distance. The content distance is the cosine distance
of the articles’ tf · idf vectors over a bag-of-words model after stop-word removal:
disttext = cosine(V (ni),V (n j))
where V (ni) and V (n j) are the tf · idf vectors of news articles ni and n j, respec-
tively; tf denotes the term frequency of words, and idf denotes the inverse document
frequency of words (i.e., the inverse frequency of a word in the corpus).
Definition 3.5.6 — temporal distance. The temporal distance is the normalized
time distance between the publication dates of news articles:
disttemp(ni,n j) =
|t(ni)  t(n j)|
H
whereH is the time horizon of the entire news corpus. We defineH as the difference
between the earliest and the latest timestamps appearing in the corpus.
Definition 3.5.7 — attribute distance. The attribute distance between articles is
the weighted Jaccard coefficient capturing the overlap in the entity sets or in the
type sets respectively:
distattr(ni,n j) =
Â
x2X (ni)\X (n j)
weight(x)
Â
x2X (ni)[X (n j)
weight(x)
whereX can be entity set A , or type set T . Entity names are weighted by their
tf · idf values, the types are weighted by their idf values.
These are all standard measures from the information-retrieval and text-mining liter-
ature. Our specific choices are based on prevalent usage in the state-of-the-art, but
could be easily replaced.
Table 3.2 summarizes our notation in this work.
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Symbol Definition
n A news item.
T Semantic types of a news item.
A Entities appearing in a news item.
G A graph.
V Vertex set of a graph.
A Attributes of a graph.
A(v) Attributes of the vertex v.
E Undirected edges of a graph.
F Directed edges of a graph.
disttext(ni,n j) Content distance of two news items.
disttemp(ni,n j) Temporal distance of two news items.
distent(ni,n j) Weighted Jaccard distance between entity sets of two
news items.
disttype(ni,n j) Weighted Jaccard distance between type sets of two news
items.
G⇤ A coarse graph.
V ⇤ Vertex set of a coarse graph.
A⇤ Attributes of a coarse graph.
E⇤ Undirected edges of a coarse graph.
F⇤ Directed edges of a coarse graph.
G Grouping function for mapping V to V ⇤.
rs Resolution, the number of significant digits of the data.
E An extracted event.
S(E ) Score of an extracted event.
TABLE 3.2: Table of the notations used in this work.
3.6 COMPUTING SEMANTIC TYPES FOR NEWS
There are numerous studies on labeling documents with semantic categories like
Wikipedia categories [130–132]. These methods exploit the semantic relatedness of
documents to Wikipedia concepts and the link structure of Wikipedia categories. We
have developed a method for mapping news articles onto semantic event types. News
articles are mapped to event types in a knowledge base through specific Wikipedia
categories for events. Our method works in two steps as shown in Figure 3.3.
First, news articles are mapped to Wikipedia categories (ca. 32000 event categories).
Second, Wikipedia categories are mapped toWordnet’s event classes [46]. WordNet
provides ca. 6800 classes under the type label heventi in its taxonomy, with 5-6 levels
of subclasses. Examples are:
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FIGURE 3.3: Two step of computing semantic types for news.
hfinali! hmatchi! hcontesti! hsocial eventi! heventi, and
hrioti! hviolencei! haggressioni! hactioni! hacti! heventi.
The arrow symbol here denotes the subClassOf relation between the classes. All
WordNet classes are also integrated in YAGO [4, 18], the specific knowledge base we
aim to populate.
3.6.1 Mapping News onto Wikipedia Categories
Mapping news articles to Wikipedia categories is achieved in two steps: first, by
constructing statistical language models (LM’s) [133] for articles and for Wikipedia
categories; second, by mapping an article to the most similar categories using Kullback-
Leibler divergence. Before we present how news are mapped to Wikipedia categories,
we give a short overview on language models.
Definition 3.6.1 — language model. A statistical language model (LM) is a
probability distribution over sequences of words or other text features.
LM’s are a principled approach in IR [133], widely used for query-result ranking,
cross-lingual retrieval, question answering, etc.
LM’s are usually defined for documents and for queries, with probabilistic[134] or
information-theoretic distance measures[135] between LM’s. The former uses the
query likelihood model, where as the latter uses the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL)
model. In the query likelihood approach, each document has a language model over
terms. A query is then assumed to be generated from one of these language models.
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In contrast, the Kullback-Leibler divergence model assumes that both the query and
the document are two different language models. The similarity between these two
LM’s is then used for ranking. The advantage of this model over the query likelihood
model is that it has an explicit language model for a query. Therefore, it is possible to
extend this query language model with additional information. We prefer this model
for our setting.
We formally define the Kullback-leibler divergence and explain how to construct the
language models for news articles and for categories next.
Language models for news and Wikipedia categories.
Kullback-Leibler divergence: To compare how similar a Wikipedia category is to a
news article, we use the Kullback-Leibler divergence (aka. relative entropy) to measure
the difference between the corresponding LM’s [136]. This is a standard measure in
IR and NLP to find the difference between two probability distributions as defined
below:
Definition 3.6.2— Kullback-Leibler divergence. Given two discrete probability
distributions P andQ, the Kullback-Leibler divergence, denoted byKL(P||Q), is the
expectation of the logarithmic difference between the probabilities and computed
as: KL(P||Q) = Âi P[i] · log P[i]Q[i]
In our setting, we compute the KL divergence between the language model of the
news article LMn and the language model of the category LMc as below:
KL(LMn || LMc) =Â
s
P[s | n] · log P[s | n]
P[s | c]
where s is a term, P[s | n] and P[s | c] are conditional probabilities for s given the news
or the category, respectively. The categories are then ranked in ascending order of
their KL scores. For each news article, we compute the top-k categories based on
this distance measure, and accept those categories whose KL divergence is below a
specified threshold.
In order to use such a model for our setting, we must first construct the language model
P[s] of a news article and a category:
Constructing language models: We customize and extend the notion of LM’s as
follows. The LM of a news article captures i) the words in news content including its
title, and ii) all entities in the news article, including normalized date literals that appear
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in the article. Analogously, the LM of a Wikipedia category captures i) the words in
the articles belonging to that category, and ii) all entities in the articles belonging to
that category, including normalized date literals that appear in the articles. Hence, we
define the document models for a LM in our setting as follows:
Definition 3.6.3 — document model. The document model of a news article n is
constructed over keywords and entities appearing in the article, so it is a probability
distribution over {w :w2 n}[{e : e2 n} where w denotes keywords, and e denotes
entities.
Check the example below.
⌅ Example 3.6.1 The news article Borussia Dortmund 1-2 Bayern Munich a,
starting with “Arjen Robben’s late winner exorcised the demons that have haunted
him and Bayern Munich in the Champions League as they won a pulsating all-
Bundesliga encounter . . . ”, has a document LM with:
• keywords: {winner, exorcised, demons, match, goal, . . .}
• entities: {hArjenRobbeni, hBayernMunichi, hChampionsLeaguei, hBundesligai,
hWembleyStadiumi . . . }
ahttp://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/0/football/22540468
The LM of a Wikipedia category is defined analogously and constructed from all
Wikipedia articles that belong to the category.
Computing LM probabilities: The LM’s probability distribution for news article n
is calculated as below:
P[s] = µPW [s]+ (1 µ)PE [s]
where s is a word or entity, PW [s] and PE [s] are estimated probability distributions
for words and entities in n, respectively, and µ is a hyper-parameter that controls the
relative influence of each of the two aspects. The LM of a Wikipedia category is
computed analogously. Our scoring problem now narrows down to estimating the
parameters of the language model of a news/category for every term (i.e., for every
entity and word).
Estimating LM parameters: The LM parameters for both news articles and cat-
egories are estimated from frequencies in the underlying texts. However, the LM
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parameters are not derived directly from the frequency counts, because a model de-
rived this way is not robust against the terms that have not explicitly been seen before.
Instead, some form of smoothing is required to assign a probability to unseen terms.
We estimate the LM parameters with Jelinek-Mercer smoothing by using the global
frequencies in the entire collection of all news articles and all categories, respectively:
PW [s] = lP[s | n]+ (1 l )P[s | N]
where l is the smoothing coefficient, and N is the entire collection of all news articles.
We estimate PE [s] for entities analogously.
3.6.2 Mapping Wikipedia Categories onto Wordnet Event Classes.
The second step of our two-step approach maps the accepted Wikipedia categories
to their lowest (i.e., most specific) event type in the WordNet taxonomy. We adopt
and adjust the heuristic of [4] to map Wikipedia event categories to Wordnet event
types. This method (Algorithm 1) uses a natural-language noun-group parser on the
category name to identify its head word, and maps the head word to the best matching
WordNet type. If the head word is ambiguous, the word-sense frequency information
of WordNet is used to make the choice. For example, for the category name “General
elections in Italy”, the word “elections” is found as the head word. Wordnet contains
four possible senses for the word “election” ranked by the word-sense frequency:
1. election#1: a vote to select the winner of a position or political office. “The
results of the election will be announced tonight”
2. election#2: the act of selecting someone or something; the exercise of deliberate
choice. “Her election of medicine as a profession”
3. election#3: the status or fact of being elected. “They celebrated his election”
4. election#4: the predestination of some individuals as objects of divine mercy
(especially as conceived by Calvinists). “God’s election is an unconditional act
of free grace that was given through his Son Jesus before the world began”
In this case the word “election” is mapped to the first sense: election#1: a vote to
select the winner of a position or political office2.
2http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn?s=election
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Algorithm 1 WIKITOWORDNET(Wikipedia category c, WordNetEvents synsets)
1: head headCompound(c)
2: pre preModifier(c)
3: post postModifier(c)
4: head stem(head)
5: if there is a WordNet synset s for pre+head then
6: return s
7: if there there are WordNet synsets s1, ...sn for head ordered by frequency then
8: return s1
3.7 MULTI-VIEW ATTRIBUTED GRAPH (MVAG)
Identifying events in news streams has been addressed by modeling news articles as
graphs of entities [103] or as graphs of keywords [106]. Both methods identify dense
clusters in graphs. However, an event here is merely a set of temporally co-occurring
entities and/or keywords. Thus, events are only implicitly represented. Moreover,
these sort of plain graphs with one kind of edges cannot capture all the similarities
between news articles along with their attributes. Although, attributed graphs have
been used before [137, 138], they were always for purposes unrelated to our topic. In
contrast, we aim for a graph model that captures all the afore-mentioned similarities
between news articles along with their attributes such as entities, and semantic labels.
Therefore, we devised a novel graph model by using the feature sets and the distance
measures together to construct it. This graph is called multi-view attributed graph
(MVAG).
Definition 3.7.1 — multi-view attributed graph. A multi-view graph is denoted
as G= (V,A,E,F), and consists of vertices V , directed edges E, undirected edges
F , and attributes A.
We formally define the components of an MVAG below.
Definition 3.7.2 — vertices. A vertex vi 2V of the MVAG corresponds to a news
article ni.
Definition 3.7.3 — attributes. Each vertex inherits a set of attributes A from ni:
its textual content C , its timestamp t, its associated entities A , and its types T .
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Definition 3.7.4 — weighted edges. The MVAG has two kinds of edges: undi-
rected ones, edge set E, and directed ones, edge set F . All edges are weighted.
3.7.1 Construction of the Graph
Two vertices are connected by an undirected edge ei$ j if they share at least one entity
and at least one type:
Formula 3.7.1 — undirected edges.
9ei$ j :A (ni)\A (n j) 6= /0^T (ni)\T (n j) 6= /0
The weight of the edge is the content distance between two vertices;
Formula 3.7.2 — weight of an undirected edge.
w(ei$ j) = disttext(ni,n j)
Two vertices are connected by a directed edge fi! j if their timestamps indicate that
they are ordered on the timeline. The weight of a directed edge is the temporal distance
between the time stamps of vertices:
Formula 3.7.3 — weight of a directed edge.
w( fi! j) = disttemp(ni,n j)
3.8 FROM NEWS TO EVENTS
3.8.1 Design Alternatives and Choice
Once we have all the features of news articles in a collection, including the semantic
type labels, our goal is to distill canonicalized named events from this collection and
organize the events into semantic classes of the knowledge base. This task entails a
grouping and a chaining problem: combining thematically highly related news into a
single event, and ordering the resulting groups along the timeline. (ideally even in a
causal manner, but this is outside of this work).
Design Alternatives.
A straightforward approach to this problem would be to proceed in two phases: first
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compute clusters of news articles based on similarity over all features, then infer
ordering relations between clusters (e.g., by majority voting over the items in each pair
of clusters). This straightforward approach has two drawbacks: First, the clustering
itself would face the problem that there are no good cues about how many clusters
we should ideally obtain. So this would call for hierarchical clustering or multilevel
clustering for flexibility in determining the final events. But these methods are more
expensive than flat clustering. Second, computing the ordering chains only after the
clusters are determined may pose a poor if not unsolvable situation for the chaining
step.
Our Choice.
To overcome these issues, we designed a novel approach to this problem, by means of
a graph coarsening which will be explained in Section 3.8.2. The rationale is that we
transform the fine-grained MVAG for news articles into a coarser graph whose nodes
correspond to the final event entities. Thus, our approach integrates the clustering and
chaining tasks. For a principled method, we designed an optimization model based on
information theoretic principles 3.8.3. In order to identify the optimal coarsened graph
for a given MVAG, we developed coarsening algorithms founded on our optimization
model 3.8.4.
3.8.2 MVAG Coarsening
Graph coarsening is the task of creating structurally similar graphs to the (original)
input graph but smaller ones. It does so by grouping vertices together and building
condensed smaller graphs. Graph coarsening has been pursued by [139, 140] for plain
graphs in the context of graph-cut algorithms. A related field to graph coarsening is
graph summarization [141, 142]. Graphs can be summarized in terms of motif distribu-
tions such as frequent triangles or frequent subgraphs, or by showing aggregated views
of a graph. The latter is related to our coarsening method. Another approach [143]
summarizes an attributed graph in terms of k groups. The key differences to our
setting are that this work considers only graphs with one kind of edges (as opposed
to our notion of MVAG’s) and that the user determines the number of groups, by the
parameter k.
The graph coarsening approaches focused on plain graphs with one kind of edges
so far. Our setting is different by being based on multi-view attributed graphs. We
developed novel methods for graph coarsening with an optimization model specifically
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designed for our problem of grouping and chaining the nodes of an MVAG. We define
MVAG coarsening at a high level as below:
Definition 3.8.1 — MVAG coarsening. MVAG coarsening is the task of comput-
ing a smaller MVAG while keeping the main properties and the structure of the
input graph.
We formally define the problem of MVAG coarsening as follows:
P Given a multi-view attributed graph G with node set V , weighted
undirected edges E, weighted directed edges F , entity sets A ,
and types T , a coarser graph G⇤ with V ⇤ 2 2V (i.e., forming
equivalence classes of nodes) and E⇤,F⇤,A ⇤,T ⇤ is computed
such that
• G⇤ preserves the main properties and structure of G, and
• G⇤ is simpler (smaller, coarser) than G.
In order to compute a coarser graph, we define a grouping function that maps fine
nodes to coarse nodes.
Grouping function.
The grouping of the original V nodes that leads to V ⇤ should induce the undirected
edges, directed edges, edge weights, and attribute sets of the coarsened graph. We
achieve this by formally defining a grouping function.
Definition 3.8.2 — grouping function. The grouping function G maps V to V ⇤
while inducing
• the edge sets E⇤ and F⇤,
• the edge weights in G⇤, and
• the attribute sets A⇤ in G⇤
Inducing edges: G determines the edges between two coarse nodes if there is at least
one edge between the finer nodes of the coarse nodes. Formally,
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Formula 3.8.1 — inducing edges.
eG(x)$G(y) 2 E⇤ , 9ex$y 2 E
fG(x)!G(y) 2 F⇤ , 9 fx!y 2 F
Inducing edge weights: G also determines the edge weights in G⇤ by averaging the
weights of edges between all node pairs (x,y) that are mapped onto coarsened nodes
(G(x),G(y)):
Formula 3.8.2 — inducing edge weights.
w(ex⇤$y⇤) = avg{w(ex$y)|G(x) = x⇤,G(y) = y⇤}
w( fx⇤!y⇤) = avg{w( fx!y)|G(x) = x⇤,G(y) = y⇤}
Inducing attributes: G induces entity setsA ⇤ in G⇤. It is worth noting that the entity
set of a node in G can be noisy due to imperfect quality of the named entity recognition
tool. In addition, there can be entities mentioned in a news article that are not relevant
to the reported event. For example, the entities hBBCRadioi, hBBCSportwebsitei, ex-
tracted from the news article “Champions League: Dortmund confident Mats Hummels
will be fit”, are not relevant to the event mentioned in the article. Hence, the grouping
function G induces the entity set of x⇤ as the shared entities of the fine nodes that are
mapped to x⇤. Therefore, the main participants (entities) of an event are captured,
whereas irrelevant entities are avoided. G induces types T ⇤ in G⇤ in the same way as
entity sets, using the intersection of type sets.
Formally,
Formula 3.8.3 — inducing attributes.
A(x⇤) =
\
A(xi)
where G(xi) = x⇤, and A is the attribute set that can be either entities A or types T .
Figure 3.4 illustrates the MVAG coarsening.
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FIGURE 3.4: Coarsening a multi-view attributed graph.
3.8.3 Optimization Model
Our goal in graph coarsening is to create a graph i) as small as possible ii) while
preserving the structure of the original graph. If a graph is coarsened too much, it
would be very small but the structure would be lost. On the other hand, if a graph is
not coarsened enough, it would preserve the original structure but it would not be as
small as desired. Therefore, coarsening is a trade-off between how small the coarse
graph should be and how much it should preserve the original structure. This reminds
us the law of parsimony stated by the early philosophers like Ptolemy. He says:
“We consider it a good principle to explain the phenomena by the simplest
hypothesis possible.” [144]
This rationale is in line with model parsimony or minimum description length in
modern data mining. Both suggest that the best model in a family of models is the
one that explains or predicts the data as much as possible with the fewest number of
variables [145, 146]. In particular, the minimum description length (MDL) principle
is a parameter-free approach with strong theoretical foundations. Hence, in order
to identify the optimal coarsened graph for a given MVAG, we employ the MDL
principle [147, 148].
Minimum Description Length.
In general, the MDL principle, is a practical version of Kolmogorov Complexity
[149, 150]. The intuition behind MDL can be summarized by the following quote:
“Any regularity in a given set of data can be used to compress the data, i.e. to
describe it using fewer symbols than needed to describe the data literally.”[148]
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Indeed, the model that captures the most regularity in the data can achieve the best
compression. Therefore, the MDL principle is often paraphrased as Induction by
compression.
MDL is formally defined as follows.
Definition 3.8.3 — minimum description length. MDL finds the best modelM⇤
in a familyM of models M, M 2M as the model minimizing
L(M)+L(D |M)
where
• L(M) is the length, in bits, of the description ofM, and
• L(D |M) the length, in bits, of the data givenM.
This scheme ensures thatM⇤ neither overfits nor is redundant—otherwise another M
would minimize the sum. In our setting, the familyM of models is the family of
MVAG’s.
We formalize our goal of graph coarsening with the formulation of MDL as follows.
P For a given MVAG G with node set V with node attribute sets
A, and both weighted undirected edges E and weighted directed
edges F , our goal is to compute the MDL optimal coarsened graph
G⇤ with node set V ⇤, weighted undirected edges E⇤, weighted
directed edges F⇤, attribute sets A⇤ such that the total encoded
length
L(G,G⇤) = L(G⇤)+L(G | G⇤)
is minimal.
Hence, our algorithms aim to find a minimum of this objective function. It is important
to note that to ensure fair comparison between models, MDL requires lossless descrip-
tions. In our setting, this means we are required to reconstruct the original MVAG
without any loss, given the coarse graph.
There is previous work that uses theMDL principle for summarizing and understanding
large graphs [151–153]. In particular, the work by Navlakha et.al. [154] is close to
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the spirit of our graph coarsening. It addresses the task of lossy graph compression
by means of summarization using the MDL principle. In contrast to our setting,
these approaches are limited to only plain graphs. They do not consider graphs with
attributes and with different kind of edges.
To use MDL in our work we have to define how we encode a model, i.e., a coarsened
graph G⇤, and how we encode the input graph G given G⇤. For the latter the high-level
idea is to encode the error of G⇤ with respect to G, i.e., we encode their exclusive OR,
G⇤  G, such that the receiver can reconstruct the original graph without loss upon
receiving G⇤ and G⇤  G. We formalize these encodings next.
Encoding the Coarse Graph, L(G⇤).
To encode a coarse graph G⇤, we encode all its properties:
1. its vertices,
2. the attributes of vertices,
3. the undirected edges, and
4. the directed edges.
Formally,
Formula 3.8.4 — encoding the coarse MVAG.
L(G⇤) = L(V ⇤)+L(A⇤)+L(E⇤)+L(F⇤)
Before we continue with encoding the vertices, the attributes, and the edges, we need
to define how to encode the weights of the attributes and the edges.
Encoding the weights: The weights, in our setting, are real numbers that are in the
interval (0,1), e.g., 0.234800 or 0.389007. In order to encode the weights we need
to encode the number of significant digits. Significant digits indicate the measurement
resolution of the data, which means all trailing and leading zeros are unimportant.
Therefore, we define the concept of the resolution of the data.
Definition 3.8.4 — resolution. Resolution is the number of significant digits of
the data. The resolution, rs, is calculated as:
rs= 10#sign. digits
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Having defined how to encode the weights, we can proceed by encoding the vertices,
the attributes, and edges as follows.
1. Encoding the vertices: Encoding the vertices entails encoding their number (upper
bounded by |V |), and encoding per vertex v 2V ⇤ to how many and which nodes in V
it maps. Hence,
Formula 3.8.5 — encoding the vertices.
L(V ⇤) = log(|V |)+ log
✓ |V | 1
|V ⇤| 1
◆
+ Â
v2V ⇤
log
✓|V |
|v|
◆
2. Encoding the attributes: We encode the vertex attributes by encoding the all
properties of all attributes per vertex. Formally,
Formula 3.8.6 — encoding the attributes.
L(A⇤) = Â
v2V ⇤
 
log(|A⇤|)+ log
✓ |A|
|A(v)|
◆
+ Â
a2A(v)
log(rs)
!
where A(v) is the set of attributes of v.
Hence, per coarse vertex v 2V ⇤ we encode how many attributes it has, which these
are, and their weights.
3. Encoding the undirected edges: For encoding the undirected edges we first
encode their number by using the upper bound ub = |V ⇤|(|V ⇤|  1). Secondly we
identify which edges exist, and then encode their weights again by using resolution
rs. Thus, we encode the undirected edges as below.
Formula 3.8.7 — encoding the undirected edges.
L(E⇤) = log(ub(E⇤))+ log
✓
ub(E⇤)
|E⇤|
◆
+ |E⇤| log(rs)
4. Encoding the directed edges: Encoding the uni-directional edges is almost identi-
cal; in addition we only need to transmit their direction, for which we require one bit
per edge, |F⇤|. Thus,
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Formula 3.8.8 — encoding the directed edges.
L(F⇤) = log(ub(F⇤))+ log
✓
ub(F⇤)
|F⇤|
◆
+ |F⇤| log(rs)+ |F⇤|
Lossless Reconstruction of the Original MVAG, L(G | G⇤).
To reconstruct the original graph given the coarse graph, we need to transmit all
information needed to interpret the coarse graph, as well as correct any errors it makes
with regard to the input data. That is, we need to correct all missing and superfluous
edges, attributes, and their weights. At a high level we first need to transmit the
vertices of the original graph, and the error for attributes and for edges. Thus, we have
the following formula:
Formula 3.8.9 L(G | G⇤) = L(|V |)+L(A | A⇤)+L(E | E⇤)+L(F | F⇤)
As L(|V |) is constant for all models we can safely ignore it. We transmit all information
needed to interpret the coarse graph as follows.
1. Transmitting the error for attributes: We transmit the error per node by encoding
1. the number of missing and superfluous attributes
2. which attributes these are
3. the correct weights of these attributes
Thus,
Formula 3.8.10 — transmitting the error for attributes.
L(A|A⇤) = Â
v2V
 
log(|A\A⇤|)+ log
✓ |A\A⇤|
|A(v)\A⇤|
◆
+ Â
a2A(v)
log(rs)
!
where A(v) is the set of attributes of v.
We encode the attribute weight errors using log(rs) bits each—if one is willing to
make assumptions on the error distribution other choices are warranted.
2. Transmitting the error for undirected edges: To reconstruct adjacency matrix
E, we transmit the edges in the (upper diagonal part) of the error matrix Ec = E⇤  E
where   the exclusive OR. Thus,
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Formula 3.8.11 — transmitting the error for undirected edges.
L(E | E⇤) = log(ub(E))+ log
✓
ub(E)
|Ec|
◆
+ |E| log(rs)
We encode the weight errors using log(rs) bits per edge in E.
3. Transmitting the error for directed edges: Last, let us write Fc = F⇤  F for the
error matrix for the uni-directional edges. As above, we define L(F | F⇤) analogue
to L(E | E⇤), but in addition need to specify the direction of edges in F which are
unmodelled by F⇤ using one bit per edge. Hence, we have
Formula 3.8.12 — transmitting the error for directed edges.
L(F |F⇤) = log(|F \F⇤|)+ log(ub(F))+ log
✓
ub(F)
|Fc|
◆
+ |F | log(rs)
In sum, we now have a principled and parameter-free objective function for scoring
the quality of coarse graphs for a multiview attributed graph.
3.8.4 MVAG Coarsening Algorithms
The coarsening algorithms we developed aim to minimize the objective function
defined in the previous section for a given MVAG. As the problem is computationally
expensive, we focused on approximation algorithms.
R Remark. For an input graph G, the set of all possible modelsM is huge, 2
|V |.
Moreover, it does not exhibit any particular structure (e.g., sub-modularity) that
we can exploit for efficient pruning of the search space. Hence, we resort to
heuristics.
The algorithms proceed in iterations; each iteration aims to reduce the input MVAG
by the following three operations; MATCH, MERGE, and UPDATE:
Definition 3.8.5 — MATCH. For a given node, the match operation finds a suitable
node(s) to merge into a coarser node. The MDL based objective function matches
the nodes that result in the largest gain.
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Definition 3.8.6—MERGE. This operation merges two or more nodes into a coarser
node.
Definition 3.8.7 — UPDATE. Following a MERGE step the MVAG is updated to
reflect the new edges, edge weights, attributes, and attribute weights that result
from node merging.
Within this general framework, we developed two specific algorithms: a greedy method
and a randomized method, which we explain next in turn.
3.8.4.1 The GREEDY Method.
A standard greedy method would have a MATCH operation that, for a given node,
always chooses the node(s) for which a MERGE results in the largest gain of the
objective function. While our method follows this general principle, it has a specific
twist by performing a light-weight form of look-ahead on the options for subsequent
iterations. Specifically, we determine in each iteration if the currently best merge can
be combined with other merges whose node pairs overlap with the node pair of the best
merge. Without this look-ahead, the algorithm produces many tiny event groups that
are basically the same real event. This is obviously not desired. The look-ahead should
not be used aggressively, otherwise it produces few huge event groups containing
many different events. This is not desired, too.
The algorithm keeps track of the candidate node pairs considered for merging, using
a priority queue Q of node pairs sorted in descending order of gain (line 2-3 in
Algorithm 1). The gain is calculated as the objective function’s improvement caused
by a potential node pair merge. The algorithm first selects the pair at the head of
the queue, which decreases the objective function the most. Next, in contrast to
standard greedy techniques, our algorithm scans the queue for other pairs that have
one overlapping node with the nodes of the head pair (line 6-7) — the look-ahead
mechanism—. If such a pair is found, it is added to “mergeSet”. The algorithm then
proceeds further and repeats considering further merges, until it exhausts a bounded
part of the queue. The following example demonstrates the algorithm.
⌅ Example 3.8.1 Suppose the algorithm found <n1,n2> as “bestPair”, and the
next positions in the priority queue are {<n1,n3>, <n2,n5>, <n4,n6> }. We scan
Q and identify n5 and n3 for merging as their best matches n1 and n2 are already
included in “mergeSet”. The algorithm thus expands the “mergeSet” into the set
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<n1,n2,n3,n5> (line 7) and merges all these nodes in one step (line 8).
The subsequent UPDATE operation incrementally computes the necessary changes of
the MVAG and updates all data structures for the graph. The gain values for nodes in
Q are recomputed for the next level of coarsening. When there is no further coarsening
operation that would improve the objective function, the resulting MVAG is returned.
Algorithm 2 GREEDY(MVAG G)
1: Q ?
2: for all matched pairs (u,v) 2V with gain(u,v)> 0 do
3: Q.insert((u,v),gain(u,v))
4: while Q 6=? do . Iterative coarsening phase
5: mergeSet Q.popHead()
6: for all overlapping pairs (n,m) 2 Q with mergeSet do
7: mergeSet = mergeSet[{n,m}, remove (n,m) from Q
8: MERGE(G,mergeSet), UPDATE(G)
9: recompute(Q)
return G
3.8.4.2 The RANDOMIZED Method.
Our randomized method is based on the principle of simulated annealing [155]. The
name of this principle is inspired from the physical systems. Every physical system has
an initial internal energy which is its state. The higher the energy, the more unstable is
the system. Thus, the goal is to bring the system from an arbitrary initial state, to a
state with the minimum possible energy by slowly cooling down the system.
Simulated annealing is an established framework for stochastic optimization, traversing
the search space (of possible MERGE operations) in a randomized manner. The goal
is to minimize the objective function (the energy of the system). In contrast to
greedy methods, the method can accept, with a certain probability, choices that lead
to worsening the objective function. The probability of accepting worse choices
is gradually reduced (cooling down), so the algorithm is guaranteed to converge.
Accepting worse solutions is a fundamental property of simulated annealing because
it allows to escape from local optima.
The probability of accepting a merge operation is specified by an acceptance proba-
bility function which depends on the gain in the objective function and a on a global
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time-varying parameter T called temperature (a standard notion in simulated anneal-
ing).
Formula 3.8.13 — acceptance probability function.
PA = e
gain(u,v)
T
where u and v are the nodes to be merged.
Our algorithm, in each iteration, performs a randomized coarsening step. It does so by
picking a random node u and then identifying its best MATCH v for a MERGE operation
(line 3 in Algorithm 2). This is slightly different from standard methods where both
nodes of a node pair would be chosen uniformly at random. Our experiments have
shown that our choice leads to faster convergence. If the considered coarsening step
decreases the objective function, it is accepted and the energy of the system is updated
(line 5). Otherwise, it is accepted based on the acceptance probability function PA.
After each accepted coarsening step, the UPDATE operator adjusts the graph. The
algorithm maintains the temperature value T which is gradually reduced after each
iteration, by geometric progression with factor a .
R Remark. Note that T is initially chosen very high and a is chosen very close
to 1, therefore, the temperature cools down very slowly after each iteration.
The algorithm terminates when the temperature drops below a specified threshold e .
Across all iterations, the best solution is remembered, and this is the final output when
the algorithm terminates.
Algorithm 3 RANDOMIZED(MVAG G, a , e , T )
1: best ?
2: while T > e do
3: pick a random node u, and its match v
4: if gain(u,v)> 0 then
5: MERGE(G, {u,v}), UPDATE(G), best G
6: else if Random.probe< e
gain(u,v)
T then
7: MERGE(G, {u,v}), UPDATE(G)
8: T T ⇤a
return best
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3.8.5 KB Population with Events
The final step of our methodology is to populate a given KB with the extracted events.
This step is realized in three stages:
1. Cleaning the extracted events
2. Choosing a representative name for events
3. Putting the events into the KB
1. Cleaning the extracted events.
The set of extracted named events exhibit mixed quality and are not quite what a
near-human-quality knowledge base would require. However, our framework for
extracting events allows us to rank event candidates. We developed a scoring model to
rank the event candidates. These candidates are then filtered by using thresholding for
high precision.
Scoring an event: Our scoring model uses the cumulative gain for a coarse node
representing an event in the output graph as a measure of quality.
Definition 3.8.8 — cumulative gain. Cumulative gain is the total improvement
of the objective function after the merge operations that involved intermediate
nodes that finally belong to the coarse node at hand.
Thus, the score for event E is computed as:
Formula 3.8.14 — event score.
S(E ) = Â
qi2E
gain(G,qi),
where G is the graph, qi is an intermediate node created by a merge operation that
contributes to final output node E .
Thresholding: The acceptance threshold for an event score is set to the 90th per-
centile of the score distribution for all extracted events. This is a conservative choice,
motivated by the reported quality of 90 to 95% for knowledge bases like YAGO [18]3.
3Note that our task here is substantially harder than that of the YAGO extractors, as the latter operate
on Wikipedia infoboxes.
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R Thresholding may break chaining information between some events. Thus,
chaining is re-computed by transitively connecting missing links.
2. Choosing a representative name for events.
Event names (rather than some event IDs) give us an insight about the event. Thus,
each event should be labeled by a representative headline. The representative headline
is chosen among the titles of the news that are in the same event group. For each
event, the representative news article is chosen based on the weighted degree centrality
score in the original MVAG. The title of the node with the highest degree centrality
is chosen as the representative title of the event. The degree centrality is defined
as:
Definition 3.8.9 — degree centrality. Degree centrality of a node ni in an event
group E refers to the sum of the weights of the edges attached to ni divided by the
the sum of the weights of all edges in E .
We compute the degree centrality over un-directed edges.
Predicate Domain Range
hhasNewsArticlei hwordnet eventi hwordnet news articlei
hhasParticipatingEntityi hwordnet eventi howl:Thingi
hhasIDi hwordnet eventi hxsd:integeri
hfollowedByEventi hwordnet eventi hwordnet eventi
hsubEventOfi hwordnet eventi hwordnet eventi
hhasPublicationDatei hwordnet news articlei hxsd:datei
hhasURLi hwordnet news articlei hyagoURLi
hreportingEventi hwordnet news articlei hwordnet eventi
hhasTitlei hwordnet news articlei hxsd:stringi
hhasContenti hwordnet news articlei hxsd:stringi
TABLE 3.3: The set of predicates to store events in YAGO.
3. Putting the events into the KB.
The particular KB we populate with events is YAGO. In order to store events in YAGO,
we need to define a schema. An event is defined as an entity of class hwordnet eventi.
Therefore, any sub-class of hwordnet eventi can be a type label for an event. Ev-
ery news article is defined as an entity of class hwordnet news articlei. We used
existing YAGO predicates (relations) if applicable to our setting. Examples are
hstartedOnDatei, hendedOnDatei, hskos:prefLabeli (preferred label or name), and
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hrdf:typei. Then, we define additional predicates with their domain and range speci-
fications as shown in 3.3.
3.9 EVALUATION
First of all, we aim to evaluate the different components of our methods, in comparison
with different baselines. Secondly, we would like to show the quality of the extracted
named events from news through use cases. Finally, we aim to populate a high quality
knowledge base with a high coverage of named events, which is our overriding goal in
this work. Therefore, we designed three experiment sets for the three goals;
1. evaluating labeling, grouping, and chaining quality,
2. evaluating the quality of extracted events through use cases,
3. evaluating knowledge base coverage.
In each experiment set we present the setup, the evaluation task and metrics, and the
results.
3.9.1 Experiment Set-1: Labeling, Grouping, Chaining Quality
3.9.1.1 Setup
In this section, we present experiments to evaluate the output quality of the various
components of our methodology, in comparison with different baselines. We do this
systematically by looking at our three main components separately: labeling, grouping,
and chaining.
Datasets: We prepared two test datasets: news articles from i) Wikinews and ii)
news sources referenced in Wikipedia articles, WildNews. Note that Wikinews4 is
totally independent of Wikipedia. Moreover, we removed all semi-structured elements
from Wikinews articles to create a plain text corpus. The Wikipedia-referenced news
are a highly heterogeneous set, from a variety of newspapers and other online news
providers. We, therefore, refer to this dataset asWildNews.
For the Wikinews dataset, we picked articles by starting from topic categories that
denote named events. Such categories are identified by matching years in their titles,
4en.wikinews.org
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e.g., FIFA World Cup 2006, War in South Ossetia (2008), G8 Summit 2005, etc. In
total, we extracted around 70 named event categories from Wikinews, with a total of
800 articles. Some named events are simple such as 2010 Papal UK tour or Stanley
Cup Playoffs 2007, whereas others are complex and contain sub-events like 2010 Haiti
earthquake.
For the WildNews dataset, we start with the collection of Wikipedia articles listed in
theWikipedia Current Events portal5. All news items cited by these Wikipedia articles
with external links are crawled and together constitute the news corpus. This corpus
has 800 news for 26 named events.
Ground Truth: The way we derived the news articles from named event categories
already provides us with ground truth regarding the grouping and chaining of articles.
However, the data does not come with semantic labels for populating a knowledge base.
To this end, we have randomly chosen a subset of 3 news articles per named event, a
total of 210 articles for the Wikinews data and a total of 78 articles for the WildNews
data. These samples were manually labeled with one or more semantic classes from
WordNet taxonomy (which is integrated in the YAGO knowledge base). For example,
the news article Bomb blasts kill several in Iran is labeled with hwordnet bombingi,
hwordnet deathi, hwordnet conflicti.
3.9.1.2 Evaluation tasks and metrics
1. Labeling. Our methodology that uses statistical language models to find semantic
labels of news articles is compared with the tf · idf based cosine similarity. As the
labels computed by tf · idf cosine similarity and our LM-based method are ranked,
we use the notion of precision@k to compare the k top-ranked labels against the
ground-truth set of labels:
Formula 3.9.1 — Precision.
precision@k = ( Â
j=1!k
r j)/k
where j is the position, and r j = 1, if the result at the jth position is correct and
r j = 0 otherwise.
We define recall@k analogously:
5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Current_events
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Formula 3.9.2 — Recall.
recall@k = (
k
Â
j=1!k
r j)/n
where j is the position, and n is the number of ground-truth labels.
Although n is usually close to k, it can be smaller than k for certain news articles that
have only few true labels. In this case, one may suspect that the models can easily
reach 100% recall. However, in practice, none of the methods compared in this paper
was able to reach 100% recall for the top-5 labels.
2. Grouping. We compare our Greedy and Randomized methods against several
baselines: k-means clustering, hierarchical clustering, METIS [139] and the Storyline
detection [108] method. All the baselines need a distance metric to compute the
clusters of news articles. Therefore, all features (text, time, entities, types) are fed into
the following flat distance measure that is used for the baselines:
Formula 3.9.3 — Flat distance measure.
d(ni,n j) = a ·dtext(ni,n j) + b ·dtime(ni,n j) + g ·dent(ni,n j) + q ·dtype(ni,n j)
The reported results in the experiments are obtained by uniform weighting. We varied
these parameters to study their sensitivity. This led to small improvements (up to 5%
in precision) in some cases and small losses in other cases. Hence, we only report
results for the uniform setting. We explain these baselines next.
• k-means clustering: k-means clustering is a method of flat clustering that aims
to partition data into k clusters. We ran k-means over both datasets with different
k values. For each k value, the algorithm is run 10 times with different random
centroid initializations. k-means achieved the best results, when k is set to the
real number of the named events in the datasets. Thus, we set k = 70 for the
Wikinews, k = 26 for the WildNews dataset.
• Hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC): Unlike flat clustering algo-
rithms, HAC can find clusters with different levels of granularity. It is a method
that seeks to build a hierarchy of clusters. We used an agglomerative strategy
to find clusters of news articles. We tried different linkage criteria: single-link
(SLINK) [156], complete link (CLINK) [157], unweighted pair group method
average (UPGMA) [158], and weighted pair group method average (WPGMA)
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[158]. WPGMA achieved the best results for our settings. Therefore, we only
report the values for this algorithm.
• METIS:METIS [139] is a graph partitioning tool that first coarsens a graph and
then applies partitioning algorithms to it. METIS takes k number of partitions as
input. We incrementally changed k to see how clustering performance change.
METIS can have the best result, similar to k-means, when k is close to the
number of real clusters. Thus, we set k = 70 for the Wikinews, k = 26 for the
WildNews dataset.
• Storyline detection: Storyline [108] is a method to find story chains in a set of
news articles returned by a query. Representing news articles as nodes of a graph,
the method applies two steps to compute chains: It first finds the minimum set of
dominating nodes of the graph. Second, it defines the dominating node with the
earliest time stamp as a root. Other dominating nodes are combined by a directed
Steiner tree algorithm. The edge weights in the multiview graph are induced
via the flat distance measure mentioned above. Note that Storyline detection is
designed to return one story chain at a time. We modified the method to apply it
repeatedly for each dominating node. Thus, it can find multiple chains in the
test data without any querying.
To compare different methods for grouping news articles into events, we look at pairs
of news articles. We have ground-truth statements stating which articles belong to the
same group (i.e., named event) and which ones are in different groups. Thus, we can
compare the output of different kinds of grouping algorithms against the ground truth.
We define precision and recall as follows.
Definition 3.9.1 — Precision. The estimated probability of pairs (ni,n j) of news
articles being in the same ground-truth event given that they are assigned to the
same group.
Definition 3.9.2 — Recall. The estimated probability of pairs (ni,n j) of news
articles being assigned to the same group given that they come from the same
ground-truth event.
Let GM and GT denote the groups for methodM or ground truth T , respectively. Then
we compute (micro-averaged) precision and recall as:
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Formula 3.9.4 — Micro-averaged precision.
precision=
ÂGM |{(ni,n j) 2 GM | 9GT : (ni,n j) 2 GT}|
ÂGM |{(ni,n j) 2 GM}|
recall=
ÂGT |{(ni,n j) 2 GT | 9GM : (ni,n j) 2 GM}|
ÂGT |{(ni,n j) 2 GT}|
3. Chaining. We compare the methods that can find dependencies between news
articles. Among the models we introduced so far, Greedy, Randomized, and Storyline
detection can find temporal dependencies. Thus, these are the only models used for
chaining comparisons.
For evaluating the quality of ordering events on the timeline, we again consider pairs
(ni,n j) of news articles, the ordering of their corresponding groups by methodM and
the ordering of their true events in the ground-truth data T . We refer to these orderings
asCM (chaining by M) and CT (chaining in T ). So (ni,n j) 2CT means that there are
ground-truth groups GT ,G0T such that ni 2 GT , n j 2 G0T and GT is connected to G0T
by a directed “happened-before” edge. We compute precision and recall analogous to
grouping. Instead of using GM and GT groups for method M or ground truth T , we
useCM (chaining by M) andCT (chaining in T ) in the formulas.
Formula 3.9.5 — Micro-averaged precision and recall.
precision=
ÂCM |{(ni,n j) 2CM | 9CT : (ni,n j) 2CT}|
ÂCM |{(ni,n j) 2CM}|
recall=
ÂCT |{(ni,n j) 2CT | 9CM : (ni,n j) 2CM}|
ÂCT |{(ni,n j) 2CT}|
For all three tasks – labeling, grouping, chaining – our very primary goal is high
precision as we aim to populate a high-quality knowledge base. Nonetheless, recall is
also important for high coverage of events. The combined quality is usually measured
by the harmonic mean of precision and recall, the F1 score:
Formula 3.9.6 — F1 score.
F1= (2 ⇤ precision ⇤ recall)/(precision + recall)
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Wikinews WildNews
LM Cosine LM Cosine
k prec. recall F1 prec. recall F1 prec. recall F1 prec. recall F1
1 .71 .28 .40 .56 .21 .31 .59 .16 .26 .32 .09 .14
3 .58 .62 .60 .47 .50 .49 .54 .45 .49 .28 .22 .25
5 .58 .72 .64 .44 .62 .51 .47 .61 .53 .24 .30 .27
TABLE 3.4: Precision, recall, and F1 scores at k, for labeling.
3.9.1.3 Results
1. Labeling results: We compared our method to the baseline of using tf · idf based
cosine similarity. Both methods mapped the 78 WildNews and 210 Wikinews news
articles, for which we had ground-truth labels, to Wordnet semantic classes through
Wikipedia event categories (Section 3.6). The top-5 semantic classes of each of the
two methods are compared against the ground-truth classes. Table 3.4 shows precision
and recall for different ranking depth k.
We see that our method substantially outperforms the cosine-similarity baseline.
2. Grouping results: We ran flat clustering (k-means), multi-level clustering (METIS),
hierarchical clustering (HAC), Storyline, Greedy, and Randomized on the Wikinews
and the WildNews datasets. The final clusters produced by the methods are automati-
cally evaluated by comparing them to the ground truth.
Although we gave k-means and METIS the “oracle” benefit of choosing k to be
exactly the number of true events in the ground truth, they achieve inferior preci-
sion for both datasets. k-means obtained 62% precision, METIS 59%, and HAC
58% for the Wikinews dataset. For the WildNews dataset, k-means obtained 68%
precision, METIS 71%, and HAC 50%. As precision is the crucial property for
knowledge base population, k-means, METIS, and HAC are not suitable methods to
populate knowledge bases for our setting.
The results for the remaining methods are shown in Table 3.5. Storyline prioritizes
precision at the expense of poor recall. Although Storyline achieves a good precision
for the WildNews dataset, it loses on F1 score due to low recall. Our methods,
especially Greedy, yield similarly high precision at much higher recall. This results in
more than doubling the F1 scores of Storyline.
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Wikinews WildNews
prec. recall F1 prec. recall F1
Storyline .79 .10 .18 .91 .15 .26
Greedy .80 .31 .45 .91 .38 .54
Randomized .79 .29 .42 .77 .26 .39
TABLE 3.5: Precision, recall, and F1 scores for grouping.
Wikinews WildNews
prec. recall F1 prec. recall F1
Storyline .94 .32 .47 .96 .29 .45
Greedy .96 .77 .85 .97 .67 .79
Randomized .93 .71 .81 .94 .44 .60
TABLE 3.6: Precision, recall, and F1 scores for chaining.
3. Chaining results: We compare the methods that can find ordering dependencies
between news articles. This rules out METIS, k-means, and HAC, and leaves us with
the Storyline detection method as our competitor. As Table 3.5 shows, all methods
achieve similar precision for chaining experiments for both datasets. However, Greedy
and Randomized methods attain much higher F1 scores than Storyline.
3.9.1.4 Discussion
We have three main observations on our Experiment Set-1:
Observation 1: The baselines METIS, k-means and HAC group news articles in an
overly aggressive manner, resulting in clusters that unduly mix different events. Thus,
they yield poor precision values. The Storyline method, on the other hand, favors
pure clusters and is conservative in its chaining. This leads to low recall. In contrast,
Greedy and Randomized methods exploit the rich features encoded in MVAG model
well and jointly infer groups and chains, which results in high precision values and the
best F1 scores for both datasets.
Considering that Randomized requires simulated annealing parameters as input, and
those parameters may vary based on the news corpus, Greedy is the most practical
parameter-free method with very good overall grouping and chaining performance.
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Observation 2: All methods except Randomized perform well on grouping for the
WildNews dataset, which seems surprising. The reason is that WildNews articles
are longer than Wikinews articles and contain more entities. The average number of
entities per article is 19 for Wikinews and 26 for WildNews. This observation suggests
that the semantic features like entities in articles boost the grouping performance.
Observation 3: All methods perform better on the Wikinews dataset on chaining.
The reason is that WildNews articles span a much shorter time period than Wikinews
articles, and many articles have overlapping time stamps, which degrades the chaining
performance. This observation implies that chaining is more difficult when news
articles have nearby or overlapping timestamps.
3.9.2 Experiment Set-2: Quality of Events through Use Cases
3.9.2.1 Setup
To evaluate the quality of extracted events we have formulated two questions:
• What is the quality of particular events, rather than overall (labeling, grouping,
chaining) quality as explained in previous section?
• What is the quality of events belonging to particular semantic classes?
These questions naturally arise, if a user wants to search for a particular event, or for a
class of events. This inspired us to develop a lightweight search engine that can search
events for a query. This search engine is able to do keyword search and semantic
search.
EVIN search engine: The events found by our experiments have 5 features; partic-
ipating entities, semantic classes, start and end dates, a representative title, and the
textual content of the news articles reporting the event. Therefore, we indexed the
events by using these features. The particular events for the use cases are the events
extracted from the WildNews dataset by the GREEDY method. We used the Lucene
search engine6 for indexing and searching. The system we created for this task is
named EVIN search engine.
To search for events, two types of queries can be formulated, a keyword query, or a
semantic query. For a query q, we run a multi-field boolean search over the different
features of the events, retrieving a set SE of events:
6http://lucene.apache.org/
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Formula 3.9.7 — Lucene search.
SE = {E 0 : simLucene(q,E 0)  t}
where simLucene is the similarity score of the boolean vector space model provided
by Lucene and t is a specified threshold.
For our use cases we used t = 0, that means to return all the events that have any
similarity to the query.
3.9.2.2 Evaluation tasks and metrics
We evaluated the quality of the extracted events based on the grouping and the chaining
quality. The quality measure is precision as defined in Experiment Set-1.
3.9.2.3 Results
Event quality for keyword search: The WildNews dataset has 26 named events; we
prepared 26 queries resembling each of the named events. For example, a user can find
the events that Egypt involved via querying the system with the keyword “Egypt”. The
quantitative evaluation for 10 of the 26 keyword queries are shown in Table 3.7. The
table reports the number of named events, and the grouping/chaining quality returned
for a given query. Moreover, the table reports the statistics for the average number
of news articles in these events. For instance, for the query “Egypt”, five events are
returned that are extracted from 95 news articles, an average of 19 articles per event.
Note that if there is one event returned for a query, then the chaining quality is not
computed. The results prove us that the quality for particular events is as good as the
overall quality reported in Experiment Set-1.
Event quality for semantic search: We can also find the named events belonging
to a certain semantic class. A user, for instance, can search for the all elections in
the corpus via the semantic query “wordnet election”. We used top-5 most populated
classes in the Wildnews dataset to query the events. The evaluation for the semantic
queries are shown in Table 3.8. These results prove us that the quality for particular
classes of events is as good as the overall quality.
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Query #events Avg.
event size
PGr PCh
q1:“North Korea” 1 11 0.77 -
q2:“gun control” 2 10.5 0.75 0.98
q3:“huge protests” 2 7.5 1.0 1.0
q4:“incidents” 4 9 0.62 0.89
q5:“Italian elections” 1 6 1.0 -
q6:“meat scandal” 2 8.5 1.0 1.0
q7:“Academy awards” 1 16 0.87 -
q8:“Oscar awards” 1 13 1.0 -
q9:“school shooting” 3 23 0.97 1.0
q10:“Egypt” 5 19 0.96 0.97
TABLE 3.7: Examples of 10 keyword queries used for evaluating events. PGr stands
for the grouping precision, PCh stands for the chaining precision
Query #events Avg.
event size
PGr PCh
q1:wordnet bombing 4 6.5 0.73 0.95
q2:wordnet protest 3 22 0.69 0.81
q3:wordnet election 11 6 0.73 0.86
q4:wordnet conflict 2 18.5 0.81 0.88
q5:wordnet riot 10 17 0.79 0.91
TABLE 3.8: Examples of 5 semantic (wordnet) queries used for evaluating events.
PGr stands for the grouping precision, PCh stands for the chaining precision
3.9.3 Experiment Set-3: Knowledge Base Coverage
3.9.3.1 Setup
We performed a large-scale computation in order to populate a knowledge base with
named events. We used the GREEDY method to process the news articles.
Dataset: We crawled 295000 news articles from the external links of Wikipedia pages.
This constitutes the news corpus we use for knowledge base coverage experiments.
These news articles are from a highly heterogeneous set of newspapers and other online
news providers (e.g., http://aljazeera.net/, http://www.independent.co.
uk, http://www.irishtimes.com, etc.). Note that the Wikipedia pages themselves
were not used.
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3.9.3.2 Evaluation task
We show that the events distilled by our methods yield much higher coverage than
traditional knowledge bases which solely tap into semi-structured elements of Wikipe-
dia (infoboxes, category names, titles, lists). We compared two knowledge bases on
their included events: YAGO [18], built from the 2013-09-04 dump of Wikipedia, vs.
EVIN KB, the knowledge base compiled by our method as described above.
For comparing the two knowledge bases in their coverage of events, we used the events
section of Wikipedia’s year articles as a form of ground truth. Specifically we used
the pages http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2012 and http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/2013, but excluded events after 2013-09-04, the date of the Wikipedia
dump for YAGO. In total, these articles contain 51 itemized snippets, each of which
briefly describes a salient event. We also considered the month pages, e.g., http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/January_2013, for the total relevant time period, together
providing 9811 events in the same textual format.
Note that these text items are not canonicalized events: they mention an event but
often do not point to an explicit Wikipedia article on the event, and in many cases such
an explicit article does not exist at all. For example, the Wikipedia text for January 11,
2013 says: “The French military begins a five-month intervention into the Northern
Mali conflict, targeting the militant Islamist Ansar Dine group.” However, the only
href links to other Wikipedia articles (i.e., entity markup) here are about the French
army, the Ansar Dine group, and the Northern Mali conflict in general. The event of
the French intervention itself does not have a Wikipedia article.
For each of these textually described events in the year pages, we manually inspected
YAGO and EVIN KB as to whether they cover the event as an explicit entity or not.
For the 9811 event descriptions in the month pages, we inspected a random sample of
50.
3.9.3.3 Results.
EVIN KB: Our method computed 24348 high-quality events from the underlying
295000 news articles. A good portion of these events contain sub-events and follow-up
events (i.e., events that appear on a temporal chain). Table 3.9 shows other statistics
about the extracted events such as the number of distinct semantic classes that are
populated with events, or the average number of entities participating per event, etc.
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# of events 24348
# of sub-events 3926
# of follow-up events 9067
avg # of entities per event 18
# of distinct classes 453
TABLE 3.9: Statistics for extracted events.
Semantic Classes
accident acquisition attack award battle
blackout bombing boycott calamity carnival
ceremony championship competition concert conclave
conflict conquest contest controversy crime
crisis declaration discovery earthquake election
film festival final flood game inauguration
insurgency marathon musical opera outbreak
play political movement protest rebellion referendum
resolution revolution riot scandal sport event
suicide bombing tour tournament treaty war
TABLE 3.10: Top-50 semantic classes populated with events.
YAGO EVIN KB
[2012-1-1,2013-9-4] [2012-1-1,2013-9-4]
total # 624 6423
% year events 16% 48%
% month events 10% 36%
TABLE 3.11: Coverage of events in YAGO vs. EVIN KB.
The most densely populated classes of events are: protest (8732), controversy (7514),
conflict (4718), musical (1846), sport event (766), war (727), etc. An event can be
assigned to multiple classes. The top 50 most populated classes are shown in Table
3.10
Comparison to YAGO: We compared the coverage of EVIN KB to YAGO. For
both ground-truth sets (year and month pages of Wikipedia), the coverage figures are
shown in Table 3.11. In both comparisons, EVIN KB shows more than 3 times higher
coverage. This demonstrates the ability of our approach to populate a high-quality
knowledge base with emerging and long-tail events. The total number of events
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that EVIN KB acquired for the relevant time period is 10 times higher than what
YAGO could extract from semistructured elements in Wikipedia. Table 3.12 shows
two sample EVIN KB events that do not appear in YAGO, along with their semantic
annotations, entities, and time spans.
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Q: French military intervention in the Northern Mali conflict.
EVIN KB: France army in key Mali withdrawal
News Entities Classes Time
• India pledges $1 million to UN mission to Mali
• Gunfire breaks out as Tuareg rebels enter city
• France army in key Mali withdrawal . . .
French Army, Mali,
Tuareg, UN
conflict [2013-01-11,
2013-05-25]
Q:Meteor explodes over the Russian city of Chelyabinsk.
EVIN KB: Russian Asteroid Strike
News Entities Classes Time
• Russian Asteroid Strike
• Exploding Meteorite Injures A Thousand People in Rus-
sia
• UN reviewing asteroid impact threat . . .
Russia,
Chelyabinsk
death, disaster [2013-02-15,
2013-02-17]
TABLE 3.12: Two sample EVIN KB events for given queries. YAGO has no results for these queries.
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3.10 APPLICATIONS
The EVIN (EVents In News) project has developed methods and software tools
for populating event classes (concerts, ceremonies, elections, conflicts, accidents,
disasters, tournaments, etc.) of high-quality knowledge bases. This is done by
extracting, cleaning, and canonicalizing fine-grained named events from news corpora.
The EVIN KB presents a valuable resource for a variety of applications by its large
and clean repository of events. We developed a Web-browser-based GUI for querying,
exploring, and visualizing the events in the EVIN KB and their provenance. The
system is called EVIN browser.
3.10.1 Implementation
The EVIN browser is implemented in Java, Javascript, CSS, and HTML.
For every event, the system finds representative images via querying a search engine
based on the entities participating in the event. The relevance of the images to the
event shows the quality of the coarsening, as coarsening can successfully induce the
entities of an event.
Figure 3.5 shows a screenshot of the EVIN browser. The screenshot has three parts:
the search and filter section at the top, the chaining band, and the grouping band.
These serve the following purposes:
1. The system uses keyword/semantic queries to retrieve events from the populated
knowledge base.
2. The chaining of events is shown at the chaining band.
3. The grouping of events is shown in the grouping band.
4. Upon clicking on an event, the lower band shows the semantic types, the entities,
the images, and the news belonging to an event. The news items along with
detailed info is also shown for the clicked event.
The EVIN browser system can be examined online at http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.
de/yago-naga/evin.
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FIGURE 3.5: Screenshot of EVIN browser.
3.10.2 Scenarios
The system supports three ways of interactive search and exploration:
1. keyword-based querying,
2. navigation by semantic classes,
3. and combined search and exploration.
1. Keyword-based querying.
Users type keyword queries such as “Champions League” to retrieve events matching
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FIGURE 3.6: Grouping of the news into events.
the query. EVIN finds events like “Event 7: Wembly chosen to host 2013 Champions
League Final”, “Event 102: Bayern Munich’s victory”, “Event 104: Champions
League Final preview”, and more. The first event includes news articles about the
UEFA announcing the venue of the final, the second event includes Bayern Munich’s
victory, the third event includes news from the week before the final. Figure 3.5 shows
the chaining and sub-event information between these events. Figure 3.6 shows the
grouping of the events and also news headlines as sub-items of the events. Detailed
information can be viewed by clicking on items.
2. Navigating semantic classes.
EVIN uses WordNet event classes as semantic labels. The user can choose a semantic
class from a drop-box menu in order to explore the events belonging to the class. For
example, the semantic class hwordnet finali contains all the events about cup finals.
3. Combined search and exploration.
By using the keyword-query box and the semantic-classes menu together, users can
find events within a certain class. For example, the match finals between Bayern
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Munich and Borussia Dortmund can be retrieved by combining the query “German
rivals” and the semantic class hwordnet finali.
3.11 SUMMARY
This chapter has addressed the goal of populating knowledge bases with named events
extracted from news. The methods presented here fill an important gap in the scope
and freshness of knowledge bases. We tap into (the latest) news articles for information
about events, and distill the extracted cues into informative events along with temporal
ordering. We do this by, first, mapping news articles into fine-grained event classes
using statistical language models. Second, we introduced a multi-view graph model
that captures relationships and relatedness measures between news articles. Third, a
novel graph-coarsening algorithm for grouping and temporally ordering news articles
based on the information-theoretic principle of minimum description length. Finally,
we automatically extracted 25000 named events from 300000 news articles.
Our experiments demonstrated that our methods yield high quality, compared to a
variety of baseline alternatives, and can indeed populate specific event classes in a
knowledge base with substantial added value. Use-cases of this contribution include
strengthening the entity-aware functionality of search engines, and also using the
additionally acquired knowledge of events for smarter recommendations, e.g., when
users browse social media, and for better summarization. The repository of events we
built is freely available for interactive access and download at http://www.mpi-inf.
mpg.de/yago-naga/evin/.
The events distilled by our methods are themselves entities serving as background
knowledge for better acquiring more events and other temporal knowledge from Web
sources. An important case is to use this repository to extract the temporal phrases
that are alias names for events and temporal facts. In the next chapter we show how a
system can extract and interpret such phrases by using a knowledge base of events and
facts as background.
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CHAPTER 4
POPULATING KNOWLEDGE
BASES WITH TEMPONYMS
The previous chapter introduced EVIN, a system to populate knowledge bases with
events extracted from news. Thus, it tackles the coverage problem of events in
knowledge bases. Another important coverage problem is the alias names for the
events and temporal facts in a knowledge base. In this chapter, we address this
problem. We call the textual phrases that denote events or temporal facts temponyms.
We present a method for comprehensive tagging of temponyms with temporal scopes
via linking these phrases to knowledge base events and facts. Our method is based on
an Integer Linear Program (ILP) and leverages time expressions and entity mentions
in the context of temponyms. The ILP uses joint inference for high-quality mappings
to a knowledge base. Detecting temponyms and mapping them to a knowledge base
has not been addressed in any prior work.
4.1 MOTIVATION
Temporal expressions in text documents are important cues for searching information
about events in web pages, news articles, and social media, and for analyzing historic
perspectives over web and news archives [95, 159]. For example, a user searching for
the “Maracana final 2014” should be shown information on the FIFA World Cup Final
on July 14, 2014. The answers to a query on “summer festivals in Europe” should
include the Roskilde Festival taking place in June/July, but should exclude the Tallinn
Music Week taking place in March/April. Finally, a journalist or political analyst
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looking for the “Alexis Tsipras inauguration” should obtain news, blogs, and user
posts on the last Greek election which was on September 20, 2015, and a business
analyst looking for the “market reaction to the Alibaba IPO” should see documents
from September 18, 2014, or later.
To provide good answers to such time-oriented information needs, it is essential to
extract and normalize temporal expressions – TempEx’s for short – in the underlying
documents [160]. TempEx’s take different forms:
1. Explicit temporal expressions denote a precise time point or period such as
“25-01-2015”, “Jan 25, 2015”, “01/25/15” “January 2015”, or “spring 2015”.
All but the last one have a unique interpretation. The last expression can be
normalized as well, by imposing a convention that the months of March, April
and May count as spring.
2. Relative temporal expressions refer to dates that can be interpreted with respect
to a reference date. Examples are “last week”, “next Monday”, “two days ago”,
etc. The reference date is typically the publication date of a news article or user
post.
3. Implicit temporal expressions refer to special kinds of named events that have a
unique meaning, often of periodic nature, such as “Valentine’s day”, “Christ-
mas”, etc.
Techniques for identifying and normalizing TempEx’s work well, although the nor-
malization difficulty varies between the different forms of TempEx’s. It is significant
to note the commonality between these forms; all of them are obvious temporal ex-
pressions. There is one kind of temporal phrases (e.g. “Alexis Tsipras inauguration”
or “Clinton’s term as secretary of state”) that are not obvious temporal expressions.
These free-text temporal expressions refer to arbitrary kinds of named events or
temporal facts. Therefore, we define the fourth class of temporal expressions; tem-
ponyms.
Definition 4.1.1 — temponym. Temponyms refer to arbitrary kinds of named
events or facts with temporal scopes that are merely given by a text phrase but have
unique interpretations given the context and background knowledge about politics,
sports, music, business, etc.
Examples of temponyms are “Roskilde festival”, “Greek referendum”, “Alibaba IPO”,
“German triumph in Maracana”, “Clinton’s time as First Lady”, “second term of
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Cristiano Ronaldo dos Santos Aveiro, (born 5 February 1985), is a Por-
tuguese professional footballer who plays for Spanish club Real Madrid
and the Portugal national team. In 2008, he won his first Ballon d’Or
and FIFA World Player of the Year awards. Ronaldo joined Real Madrid
during the second term of Florentino Pe`rez. Since his transfer to
Real, Ronaldo was the top scorer in the national league for the years
2011, 2014 and 2015. In the World Cup in Brazil his team Portu-
gal left early. In the same year, Real was the Champions League win-
ner, and Ronaldo was the recipient of the Golden Ball in January 2015.
TABLE 4.1: Excerpt from a biography of Cristiano Ronaldo.
Angela Merkel”, etc. We can see the differences between TempEx’s and temponyms
by looking at the text in Table 4.1. The table shows an excerpt from a biography of
Cristiano Ronaldo with explicit TempEx’s in italics and temponyms in bold.
As the definition of temponym says, they have unique interpretation given the context
and background knowledge. Thus, we would like to find the ideal interpretations of
temponyms by mapping them to a knowledge base of events and temporal facts. Figure
4.1 illustrates this scenario. The figure shows a text snippet about the football player
Cristiano Ronaldo with temporal expressions highlighted and their ideal mappings to
a knowledge base
Both events and facts have temporal scopes, in the form of time points when events
happened or time spans during which facts hold. Our goal in this work is to detect
the temponyms seen on the left side of Figure 4.1 and compute the correct mappings
onto the right side. Note that all temponyms in the example correspond to events in
time. However, some temponyms such as “Ronaldo’s transfer to Real” have to be
mapped to general facts, such as h CristianoRonaldo playsFor RealMadridi rather
than entities of type heventi. One may argue that the temponym “Ronaldo’s transfer
to Real” correspond to an event entity rather than a temporal fact. Here, we rely
on how the knowledge base formalizes the phenomenon of “Ronaldo’s transfer to
Real”; in the form of an event entity or a temporal fact. The knowledge base has
freedom to choose among different representations. It may contain facts about stateful
relationships without necessarily having explicit events for the begin and end of the
relationships. Our methods aim to find the most ideal mapping for a temponym given
the background knowledge base.
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Text Document 
Knowledge Base 
Events (subject type class @time): 
Facts (subject predicate object @time): 
FIFA_World_Cup_2010                        type    tournament    @[Jun-2010,Jul-2010] 
FIFA_World_Cup_2014                        type    tournament    @[Jun-2014,Jul-2014] 
UEFA_Champions_League_2013/14  type    tournament    @[Sep-2013,May-2014]
….. 
 
 Cristiano_Ronaldo  playedFor   Manchester_United                  @[2003,2009] 
Cristiano_Ronaldo  playedFor   Real_Madrid                              @[2009,now] 
Real_Madrid             hasWon     UEFA_Champions_League      @2014 
Cristiano_Ronaldo  hasWon      FIFA_Ballon_d‘Or                     @2014 
….. 
 
Since his transfer to Real, 
Ronaldo was the top scorer  
in the national league for 
the years 2011, 2014 and 2015. 
In the World Cup in Brazil 
his team Portugal left early. 
In the same year, Real was 
the Champions League winner, 
and Ronaldo was the  
recipient of the Golden Ball  
in January 2015. 
FIGURE 4.1: Example of Text with Temporal Expressions and Mappings to a Knowledge Base.
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4.1.1 Challenges
Limitations of State-of-the-Art Temporal Tagging.
In recent years, good solutions have been developed for explicit, relative, and implicit
dates. Most notably, tools like HeidelTime [98] and Tarsqi [119] perform TempEx
extraction and normalization, and handle many such cases with very good precision
and decent recall. However, there is no work on temponyms, which are addressed in
this work.
Limitations of State-of-the-Art Entity Linking.
Temponyms about events are a special case of homonyms for individual entities:
ambiguous phrases that denote people, places, companies, products, etc. Mapping
names and phrases to entities in a data or knowledge base is known as Entity Linking
or – more explicitly – as Named Entity Recognition and Disambiguation (NERD), and
there are ample papers and software tools on this task (see overviews like [113–115]).
Methods for NER, the recognition part, work well for names of people, place, or-
ganizations, and for explicit TempEx’s, but have poor recall for more sophisticated
expressions of temporal nature like the ones considered in our work. General NED
approaches for the disambiguation part produce fairly good results on people names.
In addition, specialized solutions have been suggested for places, namely so-called
toponym resolution approaches for geo-spatial entities [161, 162]1. However, the
normalization of events and facts is more challenging and to the best of our knowledge,
there is no prior work that specifically tackles the issue of extracting and disambiguat-
ing temponyms.
Note that general-purpose NED is inadequate for temponyms for two reasons. First,
NED works well when it can exploit coherence (relatedness) measures between the
candidate entities for different textual mentions. For example, knowing that the
entities hCristianoRonaldoi and hRealMadridi are highly related, helps jointly dis-
ambiguating “Ronaldo” and “Real”. However, the cues from the explicit TempEx’s
that co-occur with a mention do not fall under this regime, because values like 2011,
2014, 2015 are not entities – so NED methods do not have a coherence measure be-
tween say 2015 and the entity hFIFABallond’Ori. Second, our solution space includes
mapping temponyms not just to entities of type event, but possibly also to entire
subject-predicate-object facts such as hCristianoRonaldo playsFor RealMadridi.
This is completely out of scope for NED.
1In analogy to toponyms, we coined the term temponym
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4.1.2 Problem Statement
The problem addressed in this work is temponym resolution.
P Given a knowledge base of events with precise time points or
periods as well as other entities, take as input an arbitrary text doc-
ument from the web, news or social media, detect all temponyms,
extract them, infer their temporal scopes, and map them to proper
events or facts in the KB, thus canonicalizing their representation.
Especially, the mapping to facts is a demanding and novel approach that is beyond the
scope of NED and has not been considered in prior work.
By solving this problem, we create added-value markup of text documents, which
is a key asset for semantic search, query understanding, summarization, deep text
analytics, KB curation, and other tasks. In addition to enriching input documents
with links to the KB, temponym resolution also enhances the KB itself by providing
additional alias names (aka. paraphrases or mentions) for known events.
4.2 APPROACH AND CONTRIBUTION
Similar to named entity recognition and disambiguation or temporal expression extrac-
tion and normalization, temponym resolution has two aspects: i) temponym detection,
and ii) temponym disambiguation.
4.2.1 Temponym Detection
State-of-the-art TempEx taggers such as HeidelTime and SUTime are based on regular
expression matching, handcrafted rules, and background dictionaries. For temponym
detection in text documents, we adopt a similar approach and develop a rule-based
system that uses similarity matching in a large dictionary of event names and known
paraphrases. For example, in an input sentence like “Clinton served in the Obama
administration”, the temponym “Obama administration” could be matched to a para-
phrase of the event “presidency of Barack Obama” which has its own Wikipedia article
and is an explicit entity in large knowledge bases. The input sentence “Beyonce´ toured
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with Jay-Z shortly after her marriage with him” is more challenging, as there is no
dedicated article or entity on this marriage in Wikipedia or any knowledge base. In
such cases, we attempt to match the temponym against subject-predicate-object facts
in a knowledge base, like hBeyonce´, isMarriedTo, Jay-Zi based on the cue that
“marriage with” and “spouse of” are paraphrases of the same predicate. In knowl-
edge bases like Freebase [52] or YAGO2 [18], such facts about relationships between
two entities often have explicit time scopes that denote the validity time-points or
timespans.
4.2.2 Temponym Disambiguation
Partial matching of temponyms with paraphrase dictionaries yields candidates for
temponym resolution, but tends to produce a fairly noisy space of hypotheses. The next
step – tempoynm disambiguation – is the key research challenge tackled in this work.
To this end we harness the insight that temponyms co-occur with other TempEx’s
and also with mentions of other entities involved in the event or fact to which the
temponym should be mapped. By first resolving the simpler kinds of explicit, relative
and implicit TempEx’s and by mapping co-occurring names of people, places, etc.
to entities, we can create a rich set of features around a temponym and leverage
these features for disambiguation. We further develop this idea into an Integer Linear
Program (ILP), whose solution yields good results yet can be efficiently computed on
a per-temponym basis.
One limitation of this local ILP is that it does not consider other temponyms in the
proximity nor does it take into account that the NED mapping for non-temporal entities
is error-prone. Therefore, we improve this approach and devise a joint ILP that is
aware of the NED uncertainty and computes a joint mapping of all temponyms and
other entity mentions within a given document. Figure 4.1 illustrates this situation.
Finally, an additional aspect to consider for joint inference is that the same temponym
may occur in different documents. To leverage this richer context, we devise a
global ILP that processes all temponyms and entity mentions of multiple documents
simultaneously.
In summary, our contributions are
• the development of the first model for temponym resolution that uses joint
inference for high-quality mappings to a knowledge base;
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• tractable methods and a full system for enriching text documents by events and
facts along with their semantic and temporal annotation
• populating a knowledge base with additional paraphrases of events and facts;
• comprehensive experiments with three corpora (biographies, history documents,
news articles) that demonstrate the viability and quality of our solution.
4.3 PRIORWORK AND BACKGROUND
Temporal Expressions vs. Temponyms.
To the best of our knowledge, temponym resolution, as we define it, has not been
addressed in any prior work. However, there are several related research topics and we
drawn from some of their results as building blocks for our approach. Temporal expres-
sions in explicit, relative and implicit form have been extensively studied as part of the
TempEval competitions [160]. HeidelTime [98], SUTime [112], and Tarsqi [119] are
some of the best performing systems that mostly rely on deterministic rules over regu-
lar expressions to perform both detection and normalization of TempEx’s. The recent
work of [163] pursues an alternative approach by learning context-dependent semantic
parsers for TempEx’s. None of this prior work addresses the case of temponyms.
Event Extraction in Computational Linguistics.
There is considerable work in NLP on events in narrative texts, based on the TimeML
markup language [96], e.g., in “His first attempt to climb Everest was unsuccessful”,
“to climb” is an event. Work along these lines includes [119–122, 164]. Recent
work has further extended this direction to detect and align events in narrative texts
using machine learning techniques [104, 124], with the specific target of clinical
reports. Here events refer to the course of diseases and therapies of patients. The event
definition used in all these works differs fundamentally from our notion of temponyms.
Event Extraction in Web Mining.
This work has focused on discovering events in news and generating storylines;
see, e.g., [107, 165, 166]. However, the events found by these methods are not
canonicalized and cannot be uniquely mapped to events in a knowledge base. Rather
the output merely has the form of clusters of news articles or subgraphs of interrelated
entities (involved in an event). Our work on populating knowledge bases with events
as explained in previous chapter is an exception to that [41]. In that work, we map
clusters of news articles into YAGO2 classes, thus assigning semantic types (e.g., sports
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tournament, music festival, natural disaster, etc.) to newly found events. However, this
method focuses on events that are not yet in the KB; it does not attempt to disambiguate
clusters onto known events. Moreover, it relies on rich context from news articles
where each article is about exactly one event; it is not designed to cope with short
temponyms and the case where a document mentions many different events.
KB’s.
KB’s are large repositories of individual entities like people, places, organizations,
creative works (books, songs, etc.) and events, their memberships in semantic classes
(aka. hrdf:typei or instanceOf predicate), and their attributes and relationships with
other entities. Popular, publicly available KB’s are DBpedia2, Freebase3, Wikidata4,
and YAGO5. The contents of these KB’s are in the form of subject-predicate-object
(SPO) triples, following the RDF data model. For example, Hillary Clinton’s position
as secretary of state is captured by the triple
hHillaryClinton holdsPosition USSecretaryOfStatei,
and her marriage has the form hHillaryClinton isMarriedTo BillClintoni. Events
associated with time points are captured as entities with their respective types, for
example: h2014FIFAWorldCupFinal rdf:type football tournamenti.
Temporal Knowledge.
A few KB’s, most notably Freebase and YAGO2, have augmented basic SPO facts
by temporal (and also spatial) meta-facts. YAGO2 [18], which is used in our work,
provides temporal scopes either by its hhappenedOni predicate, for example
h2014FIFAWorldCupFinal happenedOn 2014-07-13i, or assigns time points or peri-
ods to reified facts. For example, for Clinton’s term as secretary of state with fact id
f1 and for her marriage with fact id f2, the temporal meta-facts have the form:
hf1 validDuring [2009-01-21,2013-02-01]i and
hf2 validDuring [1975-10-11,now]i.
The YAGO2 methods for harvesting this temporal knowledge tap into infoboxes,
category names, and lists of Wikipedia and use consistency reasoning for high-quality
output [18, 33]. Examples of such SPOT facts (T for time) with their temporal scopes
taken from the YAGO2 knowledge base are shown in Table 4.2.
2http://dbpedia.org
3http://freebase.com
4http://wikidata.org
5http://yago-knowledge.org
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hFifaWorldCup2010i hrdf:typei htournamenti h[2010-06-11,2010-07-11]i
hFifaWorldCup2010i hstartedOni h2010-06-11i h[2010-06-11,2010-06-11]i
hFifaWorldCup2010i hendedOni h2010-07-11i h[2010-07-11,2010-07-11]i
hRealMadridi hwoni hUEFAChampionsLeaguei h[2014-05-24,2014-05-24]i
hRealMadridi hwoni hUEFAChampionsLeaguei h[2016-05-28,2016-05-28]i
hCristianoRonaldoi hplaysFori hManchesterUnitedi h[2003-##-##,2009-##-##]i
hCristianoRonaldoi hplaysFori hRealMadridi h[2009-##-##,now]i
hCristianoRonaldoi hhasWoni hFIFABallond’Ori h[2015-01-12,2015-01-12]i
hCristianoRonaldoi hhasWoni hFIFABallond’Ori h[2014-01-13,2014-01-13]i
hAngelaMerkeli hholdsPositioni hGermanChancellori h[2005-11-20,now]i
hAngelaMerkeli hholdsPositioni hEnvironmentMinisteri h[1994-11-17,1998-10-26]i
hAngelaMerkeli hbornIni hHamburgi h[1954-07-17,1954-07-17]i
hAngelaMerkeli hbornOni h1954-07-17i h[1954-07-17,1954-07-17]i
TABLE 4.2: Examples of SPOT facts.
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Prior to that in [167] a temporal repository was created using Library of Congress
subject headings. In [168] the original idea of gazetteer that includes geographical
data was extended to named periods such as “Second World War”. To the best
of our knowledge none of the existing works provide a repository of temponyms.
Other methods for extracting temporal facts from text web sources or inferring the
temporal scopes of known facts have been developed by [34, 35, 40, 169]. None of
these machine-learning-based techniques has succeeded in scaling to large input and
yielding high-quality output with precision above 90% and decent recall.
Named Entity Recognition and Disambiguation.
Named entity recognition and disambiguation (NER/NED) is the general task of
detecting names and phrases that denote entities (NER) and mapping them to canoni-
calized entities in a knowledge base (NED). NER is typically based on trained CRF’s
using lexico-syntactic linguistic features. The most popular tool is the Stanford NER
Tagger [81]. The best NED methods combine statistical priors about surface names,
the contextual similarity between a mention in an input text and descriptions and
properties of candidate entities, and the semantic coherence between candidate entities
for different mentions. [113–115] are overviews of different methods and tools, and
their experimental behavior. The special case of toponym resolution, for geo-entities,
exploits spatial relations between candidate places (e.g., their distance). State-of-the-
art techniques include [161, 162]. However, the special case of temponym resolution
has not received any attention so far.
Time-sensitive Information Retrieval.
This direction has recently gained much attention, as a substantial fraction of web
queries have temporal aspects [95]. Ranking models that capture the temporal scope
of queries and documents have been developed in [170–173]. In addition, there is
growing interest in the role of time for search-result snippet generation [174], query
classification [175, 176], timeline visualization [109, 177, 178], mining web archives
and online communities [159, 179], and further tasks in web contents analytics.
4.4 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Our system takes different text sources (news, biographies, encyclopedic articles) as
input. The entire process of temponym resolution is divided into two steps. First, a
set of significant phrases are extracted from the input text, performing the temponym
detection. Second, these phrases are disambiguated onto canonicalized events or facts
in the KB, performing the temponym disambiguation.
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Figure 4.2 illustrates the architecture of our system. The pipeline starts with processing
input text documents to detect noun phrases and named entity mentions. By using a
mention-entity dictionary [84], we obtain a set of candidate entities for each mention.
Similarly, by using a pattern dictionary, we obtain the noun phrases that are possible
temponym phrases. By using a knowledge base, we generate candidate mappings from
temponym to fact/event. These two sets (mention-to-entity mappings, and temponym-
to-fact/event mappings) are later fed into integer linear programs (ILP’s). The ILP’s
use different constraints and objective functions to jointly disambiguate mentions
to entities and resolve the temponyms. Finally, the temponyms that are mapped to
facts are added to the KB for knowledge enrichment, which is our ultimate goal of
populating a knowledge base with this kind of temporal knowledge. This is the flow for
the local and joint ILP models we devised for temponym disambiguation. Additionally,
in the global model, we also consider a news corpus to mine more relevant cues to
enrich the context of temponym candidates and enhance the effectiveness of temponym
resolution using ILPs. We explain each part of the pipeline next.
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FIGURE 4.2: The processing pipeline for temponym detection and disambiguation.
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1. Inputs.
The following inputs are used by our system.
• Text inputs: Our system takes arbitrary text documents as input. We use the
Stanford NLP software6 for tokenization and part of speech tagging in input
documents.
• Knowledge base: We use the YAGO2 knowledge base to provide us with entities,
facts about entities, semantic types of entities. In addition, YAGO2 provides us
the mention-entity dictionary which contains textual surface forms (alias names)
of entities.
• Repository of relational patterns: Based on the PATTY tool [180], we created a
dictionary of lexico-syntactic patterns with semantic type signatures for each of
the KB relations. We specifically tailor this repository for events and temporal
facts. The details of how this repository is constructed are given in Section
4.5.1.
2. Significant Phrase Detection.
We detect several types of textual expressions, each used for later stages:
• TempEx’s: We identify TempEx’s by using the HeidelTime tagger [98]. The
TempEx’s are later used to construct a time histogram for the input document,
which are explicit cues for temponym resolution.
• Mentions: We detect entity mentions by using the Stanford NER tool [81].
These are later mapped to canonical entities in the knowledge base during joint
disambiguation of temponyms and entities. A bottleneck of the NER tool is that
it recognizes only mentions that are properly capitalized. However, – in contrast
to persons, organizations, locations – the event entities usually are not properly
capitalized in text. For instance, the phrase “The United States presidential
election of 2016” is not detected by the NER tool, although it is an event entity.
Our temponym detection stage compensates for this limitation. It extracts such
mentions for the entities of type event with a good precision and recall.
• Temponyms: These are the most significant phrase that we aim to detect in text.
We explain the temponym detection in details in Section 4.5.
6nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml
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The following example shows a sentence and the significant phrases detected in
it.
⌅ Example 4.4.1 “Ronaldo’s performance during the Euro 2016 tournament made
him the best forward of the tournament”
• TempEx’s: “2016”.
• Mentions:“Ronaldo”, “Euro”
• Temponyms: “the Euro 2016 tournament”, “the tournament”
Note that significant phrases might overlap; the disambiguation stage of our system
chooses a consistent subset of phrases mapped to semantic targets in the KB.
3. Candidate generation.
In this step, our system generates two kinds of candidates.
• entity candidates for mentions.
• event or fact candidates (along with their time scopes) for temponyms.
The entity candidate generation step is guided by the entity-mention dictionary. For ex-
ample, consider in the example above the candidate entities for the mention “Ronaldo”
are hRonaldoi, hCristiano Ronaldoi, hRonaldo Guiaroi, hRonaldo Rodrigues de
Jesusi, hRonaldo Soares Giovanellii, hRonaldo Morais Silvai, and 44 more.
The candidate generation of events/facts for temponyms is guided by the repository of
relational patterns. These patterns decide if a temponym phrase denotes an event or a
fact. If it is an event, the Wordnet class of the event is determined. For example, in
the sentence above, for the temponym “the tournament” the possible candidates are
all the event entities in the knowledge base that belong the class htournamenti. If the
pattern repository yields that a temponym phrase denotes a fact, the predicate of the
fact is determined. All the facts having this particular predicate and having one of the
candidate entities as subject are candidate facts.
4. Outputs.
Our system produces two significant outputs:
• Mentions of (non-event-type) entities are disambiguated to canonical entities.
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• Temponyms are mapped to the named events or to facts in the KB.
These two tasks are coupled and jointly solved by our ILP methods. All resolved
temponyms are added to the KB. Thus, we provide knowledge enrichment in three
ways: i) disambiguating the mentions and temponyms in the text and creating semantic
markup, ii) temporally annotating the temponyms in the text, and iii) extending the
KB with new howl:sameAsi triples that have a temponym phrase as subject, and an
event or a fact as object.
4.5 TEMPONYM DETECTION
Temponyms typically appear as noun phrases in text. A noun phrase can generally
refer to the followings:
i) the name of an entity (e.g., “president Obama” or “the US president”),
ii) a class (type) of entities (e.g., “US presidents” or “football clubs”),
iii) a general concept (e.g., “the climate change” or “linear algebra”),
iv) textual patterns with temporal scope (e.g., “Greek referendum” or “the FIFA
final”),
v) miscellaneous cases (e.g., idioms, quotes, etc.)
In order to gather noun phrases for case (iv) from a given input text, we use a
small number of handcrafted regular expressions over word sequences and their
part-of-speech (POS) tags (i.e., word categories). For example, the regular expression
[DT ]⇤ [JJ]⇤ [NN]+ matches all phrases optionally start with an article (POS tag DT),
optionally have one or more adjectives (POS tag JJ), and are followed by one or
more nouns (POS tag NN). Examples are “the next presidential election” or “a most
memorable champions league final”.
These regular expressions are fairly liberal so as not to miss any candidate phrases.
Only a small portion of the captured noun phrases are indeed temponyms. The
temponyms are differentiated from the other cases by harnessing lexico-syntactic
patterns for binary relations, as discussed in Section 4.5.1 below. These patterns are
chosen conservatively to eliminate false positives.
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4.5.1 Lexico-Syntactic Patterns
To detect temponyms, we leverage known temporal facts and events in the knowledge
base that have associated temporal scopes.
• Temporal facts: these are the facts about entities that the relationship between
entities holds for a certain time period. Such relationships are represented
through temporal predicates e.g., hspousei, hhasAcademicAdvisori, hisCeoOfi,
hplaysFori, etc.
• Events: these are the named event entities in the knowledge base that are
associated with semantic event types e.g., helectioni, hcup finali, hprotesti,
hmusic album releasei, etc.
We create a dictionary of lexico-syntactic patterns with type signatures, and these
patterns serve as cues detecting the above two cases and distinguishing them.
4.5.1.1 Patterns for Events
We start processing the large pool of noun phrases detected in input texts. In order
to detect the event temponyms, we run all the noun phrases through a noun group
parser that determines their semantic head words (e.g., “referendum” in “Greek bailout
referendum” or “victory” in “Germany’s victory in Maracana”). The head word of a
noun tells us a lot about its semantic type. Therefore, we use these head words to test
whether a noun phrase falls into a class of event types. If it does, then it is a candidate
temponym denoting a named event. We considered mapping the head words of noun
phrases onto WordNet [46]. However, we observed that WordNet has some misleading
information in its type hierarchy, for example, placing movies under the type of events.
Obviously, a phrase like “the movie about Ronaldo’s life” which has “movie” as the
head word is not desired to be a temponym.
To overcome this problem, we harness the knowledge base instead, specifically
YAGO2. There are three relations in YAGO2 that only accept an event as their domain
and a date as their range. These predicates are hstartedOni, hendedOni, hhappenedOni.
Since Yago has strong type checking constraints, the instances of these predicates are
very precise, above 95% [18]. We use the names of the left-hand arguments of the
facts in these three predicates to generate a list of noun-phrase head words that denote
events with high probability, for example, “election, festival, final” etc. However,
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this approach still yields false positives. For example, we derive “woodstock” from
“Woodstock” which is a festival, and “concert” from “Concert of Europe” which is a
conference.
We cope with such false positives as follows: We observe that noun-phrase head words
that denote events mostly agree with the YAGO2 event categories. The YAGO2 event
categories in turn yield additional cues for deciding whether a noun phrase is an event
or not. Examples are “Elections in 1981, Electronic music festivals in Turkey, political
scandals” etc. The above case of “Woodstock” is in categories like “rock festivals”,
“music festivals” etc., and these are the cues to pick up only “festival” as an event type.
This observation is leveraged as follows:
• The YAGO2 event category names are parsed, and the names of their in-
stances (compiled from the predicates hstartedOni, hendedOni, hhappenedOni)
are parsed as well, giving us head words for both categories and instances.
• We compute a mutual information (MI) measure between category-level and
instance-level head words, based on:
P[eventHead|catHead] = P[eventHead,catHead]
P[catHead]
The MI scores are later used during temponym resolution as semantic similarity
measure.
• We estimate the instance-level head words that denote events with mutual
information above a threshold. This way, many false positives coming from
specific event names are removed by incorporating the information from event
category names.
Using these techniques, we generate a list of noun-phrase head words that denote
events with very high probability. This method resulted in a dictionary for type
predicates that maps nouns to event types. The dictionary has 370 patterns in total.
Examples of event and fact patterns are shown in Table 4.3.
4.5.1.2 Patterns for Temporal Facts
We harness the PATTY repository [180] for the subset of predicates that have temporal
scopes, focusing on noun phrases. PATTY contains a total of 160 patterns for temporal
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predicates. We keep only patterns above a certain confidence as computed by PATTY.
These confidence scores are later used during temponym resolution as semantic
similarity measure. A PATTY pattern is a tuple that maps a textual pattern to a KB
predicate. An example is: h“[[prp]] marriage with”, hmarriedToii
In our case, we are only interested in the head compound of a PATTY pattern. So, in
our setting, this pattern becomes like the following:
h“marriage”, hmarriedToii. Table 4.3 shows more examples of such patterns together
with domain and range specifications.
Nominal pattern KB Predicate Domain Range
“receiving” hhasWoni hpersoni hawardi
“nomination” hhasWoni hpersoni hawardi
“inauguration” hholdsPositioni hpersoni hpoliticalPosti
“presidency” hholdsPositioni hpersoni hpoliticalPosti
“presidency” hisLeaderOfi hpersoni hyagoLegalActorGeoi
“death” hdiedOni hpersoni hxsd:datei
“death” hdiedIni hpersoni hcityi
“death” hrdf:typei hrdfs:resourcei hdeathi
“inauguration” hrdf:typei hrdfs:resourcei hinaugurationi
TABLE 4.3: Examples of lexico-syntactic patterns for temponym detection.
4.5.2 Temponym Features
Our system applies lexico-syntactic patterns on the extracted noun phrases from the
input text, and extracts the temponym phrases with the following features:
1. the KB predicates matching the temponym based on the paraphrase dictionary,
along with confidence scores;
2. the TempEx’s appearing in the context of the temponym;
3. the entity mentions in the context of the temponym;
4. the sentence that the temponym appears in;
5. the provenance info about the temponym: document URL, (publication) times-
tamp of document, etc.
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4.6 CANDIDATE MAPPINGS GENERATION
Candidate temponyms detected in text come from with various features. In particular,
the entity mentions and predicates are significant. The candidate space is generated
with two semantic items: i) candidate entities for mentions, and ii) candidate fact-
s/events for temponyms. These candidates are all retrieved from the KB. Candidate
entities for mentions are taken from the mention-entity dictionary. For each mention,
all the entities are retrieved. Candidate facts are retrieved from the KB facts based
on the predicates of temponyms obtained from the repository of patterns. Candi-
date events are special case of candidate facts that have the predicate as hrdf:typei
and the range as one of the Wordnet event classes like helectioni, htournamenti, or
hfestivali. Candidate events are retrieved from the KB based on the range signature
of the temponym.
R A temponym phrase might have several predicates in its feature set and these
predicates might be for facts or for events. The disambiguation stage of tem-
ponym resolution takes care of this and maps at most one predicate for each
temponym.
The candidate space can be very large as it is shown in the following example. The
example shows the large number of candidate entities, facts, and events.
⌅ Example 4.6.1 “Real Madrid and Portugal forward Ronaldo is the recipient
of the Golden Ball for a second consecutive time due to his performance in last
season’s Champions League tournament where he set a record by scoring 17 goals.”
mention # of candidate entities
“Real Madrid” 242
“Portugal” 3 060
“Ronaldo” 130
“Golden Ball” 26
“Champions League” 1227
temponym # of candidate facts/events
“the recipient of the Golden Ball” 120 529
“Champions League tournament” 4 182
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Pruning Strategies.
One of the challenges of resolving temponyms is the large number of candidate entities
per mention and candidate facts/events per temponym. To address this problem we
prune the candidates that have low potential of being the ideal mapping. In this regard,
we refer to the named entity dictionary from [84] to obtain a score for the candidate
entities. Using this scoring we rank and select top-k candidates. Consequently, we
derive the candidate facts and events from YAGO2 based on these entities. A fact
from YAGO2 is a candidate fact if it contains an entity from the above mentioned
top-k selected candidates as a subject or an object. In addition, a YAGO2 event is
considered a candidate mapping if the subject is one of the top-k entities. This gives
us a much smaller set of candidate mappings for a temponym.
The final goal is to select the best mapping among the chosen candidates. For this
purpose, we derive several measures of relatedness based for the mappings on diverse
features such as textual, temporal and semantic similarity as explained in details next.
4.7 TEMPONYM DISAMBIGUATION
The final task in temponym resolution is to disambiguate them onto KB facts and
events. We define the temponym disambiguation task as follows:
Definition 4.7.1 — temponym disambiguation. Given a set of temponyms to-
gether with their contextual cues (entity mentions, TempEx’s, etc.), temponym
disambiguation is to map them onto the KB facts and events (while disambiguating
the mentions in the context onto KB entities).
Temponym disambiguation is the most difficult task of temponym resolution. This
difficulty is reflected in the limitations of using existing NERD techniques to resolve
temponyms. We make a vital observation that NERD techniques typically fail to
capture named events. This is due to the fact that unlike people, organizations and
places the temponyms are not always capitalized. For example, the expressions
like “the first Winter Olympics hosted by Russia”, are cannot be resolved by NERD
techniques. As we experimentally show in Section 4.9, it is evident that, NED tools
such as AIDA miss significant fraction of temponyms. Moreover, the previous NERD
techniques cannot cope with temponyms that are facts such as “Obama’s presidency”
at all. To this end, we posit that considering entity coherence and temporal coherence
jointly is crucial in resolving temponyms that are otherwise ignored. Therefore, when
resolving a temponym, our methods also jointly resolve the following:
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1. the entity mentions in the context of the temponym are disambiguated;
2. the time point or period attached to the KB fact or event is propagated to the
temponym as additional temporal markup for the input text;
3. the semantic type of the temponym is determined (e.g., marriage, election,
concert, etc.).
In the rest of this Section, we define several measures that capture the similarities be-
tween temponym candidates and KB facts, coherence of entities, temporal expressions
and events. Then, we formulate the problem of resolving temponyms as three differ-
ent Integer Linear Programs (ILP) with an objective to maximize the similarity and
coherence. We also introduce several constraints to ensure that the selected mapping
is meaningful.
4.7.1 Similarity Metrics and Relatedness Measures
We leverage the feature sets of temponyms to derive similarity metrics and relatedness
measures. These are:
1. fact-temponym relatedness,
2. mention-entity prior, and
3. coherence measures.
4.7.1.1 Fact-temponym Relatedness
Definition 4.7.2 — fact-temponym relatedness. w-relt f measures how related
a temponym t to a fact f in terms of the textual, temporal, and semantic similarity
between them. Formally,
w-relt f = w-textt f +w-semt f +w-tempt f
Here, w-textt f is the jaccard string similarity between the tokens of t and f . w-semt f
is the semantic similarity score for the head noun of t and the predicate of f . The
semantic similarity score is obtained from the pattern dictionary (as explained in
Section 4.5.1). w-tempt f is the temporal similarity of f and the normalized dates in
the context of t. The temporal similarity between a temponym and a fact is estimated
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from the divergence between the distribution of the normalized dates in the context of
the temponym, and the time scope of the fact. The time scope of a fact is converted
to a uniform distribution of year dates between the beginning and the end of the time
scope. We implement these distributions in the form of histograms.
Definition 4.7.3 — temporal similarity. The temporal similarity between tem-
ponym t and fact f is defined as:
w-tempt f = 1  JSD(Ht ||Hf )
Where, JSD is the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (i.e., the symmetric extension of the
Kullback-Leibler Divergence, hence, a metric), and Ht and Hf are the distributions of
concrete dates in the contexts of t and in the time scope of f . The Jensen-Shannon
Divergence is a popular method of measuring the divergence between two distributions
and is calculated as
JSD(P||Q) = 1
2
KL(P||M)+ 1
2
KL(Q||M)
Where, M = 12(P+Q) and KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence calculated as
KL(P||Q) = Âi P(i) log P(i)Q(i) ).
4.7.1.2 Mention-entity Prior
A temponym can be mapped to a fact/event if the fact/event contains one of the
candidate entities as subject or object. Therefore, the relatedness of a mention to
an entity plays a significant role. We call the relatedness of a mention to an entity
mention-entity prior and define it as:
Definition 4.7.4 —mention-entity prior. w-nedme is a probabilistic prior for map-
ping a mention m to an entity e.
Mention-entity prior is computed based on the frequency of a particular mention m
appearing in the inlink anchor texts referring to specific entity e in Wikipedia [84].
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4.7.1.3 Coherence Measures
The features defined above are derived from a given single temponym and fact pair
locally. We make an important observation that a coherent text from a document
contains entities, explicit TempEx’s and temponyms that have high mutual relatedness
in terms of their semantic and temporal properties. To exploit this, we introduce
measures for semantic coherence between entities and temporal coherence between
facts.
Definition 4.7.5 — entity-entity coherence. w-cohee0 is the precomputed Jac-
card coefficient of two entities e and e0:
w-cohee0 =
|inlinks(e)\ inlinks(e0)|
|inlinks(e)[ inlinks(e0)|
where inlinks are the incoming links in the Wikipedia articles for the respective
entity.
The semantic coherence enhances the coherent mapping of mentions to semantically
related entities. For example, in the example text in Figure 4.1, the semantic coherence
encourages to disambiguate the phrase “Ronaldo” as Portuguese footballer Cristiano
Ronaldo rather than the famous Brazilian footballer Ronaldo who has a similar career
as Cristiano Ronaldo.
Definition 4.7.6 — temporal coherence. w-temp f f 0 is the Jensen-Shannon Di-
vergence between the histograms for the temporal scopes of two facts f and f 0:
w-temp f f 0 = 1  JSD(Hf ||Hf 0)
The temporal coherence enhances mapping of temponyms to facts that their time
scopes are temporally coherent. For example, in the example text in Figure 4.1, the
temporal coherence encourages to disambiguate the phrase “World Cup” as FIFA
World Cup 2014 rather than FIFA World Cup 2010, since the latter is temporally
incoherent with other facts.
Figure 4.3 depicts the similarity and coherence measures for the temponym “recipient
of the Golden Ball” along with the mentions and TempEx’s in its context. All the
edges in the figure are weighted, however, they are not shown for the clarity of the
image.
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FIGURE 4.3: Similarity and coherence measures.
4.7.2 Joint Disambiguation
Having defined several measures that give weights to the temponym fact pairs, the
final step is to choose the pair that optimally match. For this purpose, we developed
three Integer Linear Program (ILP) models that differ in their scopes for mapping
temponyms to the KB.
4.7.2.1 Local Model
The local model considers a single temponym as input, and uses the mention-entity
prior and the temponym-fact relatedness measure to score candidate mappings. We
define the ILP variables, the objective function, and the constraints as follows.
The local model jointly disambiguates entities and the mappings of temponyms by
maximizing the total sum of the fact-temponym relatedness and mention-entity prior. It
enforces hard constraints to ensure a consistent set of mappings and disambiguations.
Constraint 1 ensures that a temponym is mapped to at most one fact. Thus, the
representation of the temponym is canonicalized. Constraint 2 ensures that a mention
is disambiguated to at most one entity. Finally, Constraint 3 ensures that if a temponym
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Variables
Xt f : 1 if temponym t is mapped to fact f , 0 else.
Yme : 1 if mention m is disambiguated as entity e, 0 else.
Objective
maximize
Ât2T Xt f ⇥w-relt f + Âm2MYme⇥w-nedme
Constraints
1. Â f Xt f  1,8t
2. ÂeYme  1,8m
3. Xt f  Âm,e2args( f )Yme,8t, f
TABLE 4.4: ILP for the local model.
is mapped to a fact, then the fact should contain a disambiguated entity as its subject
or object. This couples the two disambiguation tasks: entity disambiguation and
temponym disambiguation. Indeed, a better disambiguation of mentions yields a
better mappings of temponyms, since a temponym can be mapped to only a fact of a
disambiguated entity.
4.7.2.2 Joint Model
Coherence is a significant property because most texts talk about semantically and
related stories. Moreover, these stories are temporally coherence. Therefore, the
entities and temponyms appearing in a document are supposed to be temporally and
semantically coherent. This is the intuition behind the joint model. The joint model
extends the local model to jointly resolve all temponyms and disambiguate entities in
a given document together by considering semantic coherence between entities and
temporal coherence between facts.
The objective, variables and constraints from the local model are borrowed for the
joint model. In addition, new objectives to maximize entity coherence and temporal
coherence, corresponding variables and constraints are introduced as in Table 4.5:
The joint model disambiguates entities and selects the mappings of temponyms by
maximizing the total sum of the fact-temponym relatedness, mention-entity prior,
entity-entity coherence, and temporal coherence of facts that are chosen. It enforces
hard constraints to ensure a consistent set of mappings. Constraints 1, 2, 3 are the same
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Variables
Xt f : 1 if temponym t is mapped to fact f , 0 else.
Yme : 1 if mention m is disambiguated as entity e, 0 else.
Zee0 : 1 if both disambiguations m! e and m0 ! e0 are selected, 0 else.
Cf f 0 : 1 if both mappings t! f and t 0 ! f 0 are selected, 0 else.
Objective
maximize
Ât2T, f Xt f ⇥w-relt f + Âm2M,e2E Yme⇥w-nedme +
Âee0 Zee0 ⇥w-cohee0 + Â f f 0Cf f 0 ⇥w-temp f f 0
Constraints
1. Â f Xt f  1,8t
2. ÂeYme  1,8m
3. Xt f  Âm,e2args( f )Yme,8t, f
4. Zee0  Yme,8me,m0e0
5. Zee0  Ym0e0 ,8me,m0e0
6. Zee0+1  Yme+Ym0e08me,m0e0
7. Cf f 0  Xt f ,8t f , t 0 f 0
8. Cf f 0  Xt 0 f 0 ,8t f , t 0 f 0
9. Cf f 0+1  Xt f +Xt 0 f 0 ,8t f , t 0 f 0
TABLE 4.5: ILP for the joint model.
as for the local model. Constraints 4, 5, 6 ensure that for any selected pair of entities,
the respective mention-entity disambiguations should be selected, too. Constraints 7,
8, 9 ensure that for any selected pair of facts, their respective temponym-fact mappings
should be selected, too.
4.7.2.3 Global Model
Temponyms often occur (possibly in different forms) in multiple documents of a
corpus, e.g., news articles in a news corpus. Therefore, we want to leverage this
richer context across documents. The goal of the global model is to process all
relevant temponyms and surrounding entity mentions from different documents. The
cues obtained this way enrich the context of temponyms from cues across different
documents. For example, we can combine cues about several temponyms such as
“German triumph in Maracana”, “2014 FIFA World Cup Final” and “Argentina vs
Germany (2014 FIFA World Cup)” that refer to same event, from different documents,
to enrich the context for resolving each of these temponyms.
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However, finding relevant temponyms is expensive if every pair of temponyms are
considered. Moreover, it is computationally expensive to feed all potential cues to the
ILP solver. Therefore, we need to restrict the search space to highly similar temponym
candidates. To achieve this, we index all temponyms phrases obtained from a given
news corpus7 with their contextual features.
The global model employs a grouping function that takes a temponym as input and
returns a group of temponyms with high similarity. For this grouping we use the
following features:
1. the surface strings of temponyms,
2. the entity mentions in their contexts,
3. the normalized TempEx’s in their contexts,
4. the sentences containing the temponyms.
These features one-to-one correspond to the features we extracted for each detected
temponym as explained in Section 4.5.2.
This task is realized by indexing all the features mentioned above using the Lucene
search engine8. For each temponym t of interest, we run a multi-field boolean search
over the different features of the temponym, retrieving a set St of similar temponyms:
St = {t 0 : simLucene(t, t 0)  t}
where simLucene is the similarity score of the boolean vector space model provided by
Lucene and t is a specified threshold. Specifically, the similarity score is computed as:
simLucene(t, t 0) =Â
i
v(ti) · v(t 0i)
|v(ti)||v(t 0i)|
where ti is the vector for feature group i (string, mentions, TempEx’s, sentence) of
temponym t.
For each temponym t the context features from the temponyms in St are merged. Thus,
each temponym is enriched with the contextual information taken from highly similar
7We used GDELT (http://gdeltproject.org/) news dataset.
8https://lucene.apache.org/
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temponyms in the corpus. Then, the same ILP for the joint model is used to compute
a solution for the global model. The data flow for the global model is illustrated in
Figure 4.2.
4.8 POPULATING THE KBWITH TEMPONYMS.
The particular KB we populate with canonicalized temponyms is YAGO2. In order
to store temponyms in YAGO2, we need to define a schema. A temponym is defined
as an entity of class hyagoTemponymi that is a sub-class of howl:Thingi. We used
existing YAGO2 predicates (relations) if applicable to our setting. Examples are
hstartedOni, hendedOni, hrdfs:labeli, and hrdf:typei. Then, we define additional
predicates with their domain and range specifications as shown in Table 4.6. The
predicates hvalidDuringi, hvalidBeforei, and hvalidAfteri are particularly used for
the knowledge linking task that will be introduced in Section 4.9.2.
Predicate Domain Range
hhasIDi hyagoTemponymi hxsd:integeri
hextractedFromi hyagoTemponymi hxsd:stringi
hhasContextEntityi hyagoTemponymi howl:Thingi
hhasContextDatei hyagoTemponymi hxsd:stringi
hmappedToFacti hyagoTemponymi hrdf:Statementi
hvalidDuringi hrdf:Statementi hrdf:Statementi
hvalidBeforei hrdf:Statementi hrdf:Statementi
hvalidAfteri hrdf:Statementi hrdf:Statementi
TABLE 4.6: The set of predicates to store temponyms in YAGO2.
4.9 EVALUATION
In order to extensively evaluate our methods, we composed four hypotheses:
1. Detection quality: Our methods detect temponyms that are either events or
facts with a significant coverage.
2. Disambiguation quality: Our methods significantly resolve the temponyms
for different kinds of text.
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3. Temporal enrichment: Our methods substantially add temporal information
to documents by finding the temporal scopes of temponyms.
4. Knowledge enrichment: Our methods substantially add new knowledge to a
knowledge base i) by finding new alias names for events and facts, and ii) by
finding the time scope of knowledge base facts via anchoring them to resolved
temponyms.
Since each hypothesis aims a different research goal, we developed different experi-
mental settings to effectively assess each hypothesis independently. We first introduce
the different datasets we used in the experiments.
4.9.1 Datasets
To evaluate the quality of our methods for temponym resolution, we performed
experiments with three datasets with different characteristics: WikiWars, Biographies,
and News.
WikiWars.
The WikiWars corpus [181] has been popular in benchmarks for temporal tagging
(i.e., resolving explicit, relative and implicit TempEx’s). It contains 22 long Wikipedia
articles about major wars in human history. These articles are specifically rich in terms
of TempEx’s and named events. Thus, the temponyms detected in these articles are
mostly of the event type. Note that WikiWars articles are plain text documents that do
not contain any structured elements of Wikipedia such as entity links, categories, etc.
WikiBios.
These are Wikipedia articles on the biographies of 30 prominent politicians (e.g.,
Barack Obama, Hugo Cha´vez, Vladimir Putin). We refer to this dataset asWikiBios.
In contrast to the WikiWars, this corpus contains fewer event temponyms but features
many temponyms that refer to temporal facts (awards, spouses, positions held, etc.).
This makes it particularly challenging, since spotting facts is harder than spotting
events which is a specific case of named entity disambiguation task. Note thatWikiBios
articles are plain text documents that do not contain any structured elements of
Wikipedia such as entity links, categories, etc.
News articles.
We show that our methods can perform well not only on properly edited text that
are rich in terms of events and facts (i.e. WikiWars, WikiBios) but also on the
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news that are compiled from a large source of news channels. We used GDELT
(http://gdeltproject.org/) news dataset for our experiments. GDELT contains
a set of entities for each article; however, we ignored these annotations and solely
relied on our own methods to extract and disambiguate entities. In total, this test
corpus contains 1,5 million news articles.
4.9.2 Evaluation Tasks and Metrics
To validate each hypothesis explained above we define an evaluation task.
4.9.2.1 Temponym Detection Quality
We evaluated the quality of temponym detection by checking whether a detected
noun phrase is indeed a temponym. We divided this task into two separate tasks:
Event detection quality, and fact detection quality. For the event detection task, we
manually annotated the named events appearing in WikiWars dataset. In total, we
annotated 1 154 events. We compare our method’s coverage to the state-of-the-art
entity disambiguation tool AIDA. In order to make a fair comparison in favor of AIDA,
we only considered the named events that are linked to particular Wikipedia event
articles by Wikipedia editors. Thus, we ended up 646 named event phrases with the
respective sentences that they appear in.
For the fact detection task we manually annotated the facts appearing in WikiBios
dataset. We only considered the first three paragraphs of each article during annotation.
We annotated 593 temporal facts. The previous works [35, 40] consider only subject-
verb-object style phrases for fact extraction. Since temponyms are of the noun phrase
nature, we do not compare our method’s coverage to previous work. Thus, we just
report the recall values.
4.9.2.2 Temponym Disambiguation Quality
The evaluation of mapping of temponyms is a human intelligence task. It has to be
checked whether the mapping makes sense. We evaluated the quality of temponym
disambiguation by checking whether a temponym is mapped to the correct event or
fact in the KB. This implies that the temporal scoping for the temponym is correct, too.
We additionally checked whether the mentions in the temponym context are correctly
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disambiguated as well. There is no prior ground-truth for these corpora and creating
such a dataset is a big amount of human work. Thus, we manually judged the quality
of the computed mappings. We randomly selected 100 temponyms per model per
dataset. In other words, 200 temponyms fromWikiWars mappings, 300 fromWikiBios
mappings, and 300 from News mappings, a total of 800 temponym mappings. For
statistical significance, we calculated Wilson confidence intervals [182].
We ran the local model, the joint model, and the global model on each corpus with
the exception of WikiWars. The global model is not applicable here, as it requires
multiple documents on the same or overlapping topics. In contrast, the 22 WikiWars
articles are fairly disjoint in their contents and are not mentioned in GDELT news
corpus much.
The evaluation is done by marking a mapping with three different scores; Correct,
Okay, Wrong. Table 4.11 shows some examples of Correct, Okay, and Wrong matches.
A mapping is considered “Okay” if it has partially correct match. For example, the
temponym the second term of Merkel is mapped to the correct fact hAngelaMerkel,
holdsPosition, ChancellorOfGermanyi but it is marked as “Okay”. The reason is
that the second term of Angela Merkel is actually from 2009 to 2013 rather than from
2005 to now.
Precision is calculated in two different ways:
• For strict precision, we count the Okay mappings as wrong:
Precisionstrict =
#Correct
#Total mappings
• For relaxed precision, we count the Okay mappings as true:
Precisionrelaxed =
#Correct + #Okay
#Total mappings
4.9.2.3 Knowledge Enrichment
The temponym resolution task has two important outcomes in terms of knowledge
enrichment: knowledge paraphrasing and knowledge linking.
1. Knowledge paraphrasing: Temponym resolution enriches the KB by providing
additional paraphrases for known events and facts. For example, our methods can
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add the temponym “the largest naval battle in history” as an alias for the event
hBattleOfLeyteGulfi. This is represented as
hBattleOfLeyteGulf rdfs:label "the largest naval battle in history"i.
This task is called knowledge paraphrasing.
We assess the knowledge paraphrasing, by comparing outcome of our methods to to
YAGO2 knowledge base in terms of paraphrase coverage. Therefore, we randomly
chose 100 correctly mapped temponyms and checked how many temponyms are
already known to YAGO2, either as an event entity or as a fact. We built a text index
over all events and facts in YAGO2 and their alias names. For the randomly chosen
100 temponyms, we queried this index for each temponym and took the top-10 most
relevant results for each query. We manually checked all these returned answers, thus
considering also approximate matches for a fair comparison in favor of YAGO2.
2. Knowledge linking: Temponym resolution also enhances the fact extraction
tools for knowledge bases by providing them additional temporal and semantic clues.
For example, in the sentence “Ronaldo joined Real Madrid during second term of
Florentino Pe`rez” a fact extraction tool can extract the fact hf1:CristianoRonaldo,
playsFor, RealMadridi but no time scope attached. Temponym resolution would
normalize the phrase second term of Florentino Pe`rez to time [2009, now] by mapping
it to the fact hf2:FlorentinoPe`rez, isPresidentOf, RealMadrid, [2009, now]i.
Thus, a fact extraction tool can temporally link two facts as a new fact hf3:f1,
validDuring, f2i. This task is called knowledge linking.
For the knowledge linking task, we carried out an extrinsic case study. We modi-
fied the PATTY’s binary fact extraction patterns to ternary patterns so that they can
take a temponym as an argument.For example, the PATTY pattern hsubject, verb,
objecti is modified to hsubject, verb, object, preposition, temponymi. Thus,
a fact extracted from hsubject, verb, objecti triple can be linked to the particular
temponym through a particular preposition such as “during, before, after”. For this
task, we ran PATTY tool on its extraction corpus. We report the number of facts that
are linked to temponyms through three prepositions “during, before, after”.
4.9.2.4 Temporal Enrichment
To show our methods can substantially add extra temporal information to documents,
we compare our methods to well known HeidelTime tagger [98] by running the both
methods on WikiWars and WikiBios datasets. We compare the number of normalized
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Dataset # TempEx’s # temponyms
WikiWars 2 681 2 504
WikiBios 6 822 5 390
News 258 420 225 371
TABLE 4.7: Number of temponyms and TempEx’s detected in each dataset.
TempEx’s by HeidelTime tagger to the number of normalized temponyms by our
methods.
4.9.3 Results
4.9.3.1 Detection quality
Our methods detected 233 265 temponyms from three corpora Specifically, 2 504
temponyms from WikiWars, 5 390 from WikiBios, and 225 371 from the News dataset
are extracted. Table 4.7 shows these values compared with the number of TempEx’s
appearing in these corpora. These numbers already show that, the temponyms are quite
abundant in text. Therefore, they should be given significance as much as temporal
expressions.
We calculated the recall values specifically for events in WikiWars – event detection
quality –, and for facts in WikiBios datasets – fact detection quality –, Table 4.8.
i) Event detection. Among the 646 annotated named events in WikiWars dataset,
AIDA detected 186 of them, which results in 29% coverage. On the contrary, our
methods detected 338 of the events, which resulted in 52% coverage.
ii) Fact detection. Among the 593 annotated temporal facts in WikiBios dataset, our
method detected 195 of them, which yields a 33% coverage. It might seem a low
coverage. However, considering that temporal facts can be phrased in text in many
different ways, our results are encouraging.
Figure 4.4 shows the comparison of AIDA and our methods in terms of detection
quality. Firstly, we see that AIDA can perform relatively good on the WikiWars dataset,
because the dataset contains mostly named events. Thus, AIDA can detect properly
capitalized event names such as “World War II” or “Great Recession”. However, it
fails on event names that are long or not properly capitalized like “the first Winter
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WikiWars WikiBios
# Gold annotations 646 593
# AIDA’s extractions 186 –
# Our extractions 338 195
TABLE 4.8: Recall values for AIDA and for our method.
olympics hosted by Russia”. On the contrary, our temponym detection methods can
detect such event names successfully. Therefore, temponym detection compensates
this limitation of NERD tools. Secondly, AIDA performance on the WikiBios dataset
is very poor. The reason is that this dataset mostly contains paraphrase of facts such as
“Obama’s presidency” or “Merkel’s second term” etc. On the contrary, our methods
detect such phrases. As a result, we observe that general aim NED tools such as AIDA
are not well suited for temponym detection. Therefore, specialized solutions such as
our methods should be pursued. Table4.9 shows some interesting temponyms detected
by our methods. The first temponym in the table is detected by the both systems,
whereas, the last one is not detected by any system.
0%#
10%#
20%#
30%#
40%#
50%#
60%#
WikiWars# WikiBios#
AIDA# Our#methods#
FIGURE 4.4: Example of Text with Temporal Expressions and Mappings to a
Knowledge Base.
4.9.3.2 Disambiguation quality
We evaluated the overall disambiguation quality over randomly selected 800 temponym
mappings. We computed 95% Wilson confidence intervals for strict precision and
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temponym AIDA Our method
“Great Recession” X X
“health care reform” – X
“the first Winter olympics hosted by Russia” – X
“Barack Obama’s graduation” – X
“his childhood” – –
TABLE 4.9: Examples of temponyms that are detected or not by our methods and
AIDA.
Strict Relaxed
Dataset Local Joint Global Local Joint Global
WikiBios .54 ±.09 .60 ±.09 .68 ±.09 .61 ±.09 .66 ±.09 .76 ±.08
WikiWars .75 ±.08 .82 ±.07 n/a .84 ±.07 .86 ±.06 n/a
News .58 ±.09 .64 ±.09 .67 ±.09 .69 ±.09 .75 ±.08 .79 ±.08
TABLE 4.10: Precision at 95% Wilson interval for different methods
for relaxed precision, on all three datasets. The strict matching evaluation gives us a
65%±0.03 precision. The relaxed matching evaluation gives us a 73%±0.03. The
detailed precision results for each dataset and for each method are shown in Table
4.10.
We see that the joint and global models boost the precision by a large margin. For the
relaxed precision measure, the global models achieved substantial gains over the joint
models. The precision numbers are particularly good for the News and the WikiWars
corpora, thus achieving high value for semantic markup and knowledge enrichment.
For WikiBios, the results are somewhat worse. Here we faced the challenge that
many temponyms refer to SPOT facts (e.g., awards, spouses, children, held positions,
etc.) rather than typed events, which is much harder to deal with. Nevertheless, the
results are very encouraging, given that temponym resolution is more demanding than
TempEx resolution and the state-of-the-art results for TempEx’s are 80 to 90% [160].
Examples of temponyms, their mappings by our methods, and the manual evaluation
of the mappings are shown in Table 4.11.
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“the Great Recession” hGreatRecessioni hGreatRecessioni [2007, 2009] Correct
“the second term of
Merkel”
– hAngelaMerkel, holdsPosition,
ChancellorOfGermanyi
[2005, now] Okay
“Obama’s graduation” – hBarackObama, graduatedFrom,
HarvardLawSchooli
[1991, 1991] Correct
“the first Winter
Olympics to be hosted
by Russia”
– h2014WinterOlympicsi [2014,2014] Correct
“Putin’s presidency” – hVladimirPutin, holdsPosition,
PrimeMinisterOfRussiai
[2008, 2012] Wrong
the assassination of
Martin Luther King
– hMartinLutherKing, diedOn,
1968-04-04i
[1968, 1968] Correct
TABLE 4.11: Comparison of AIDA vs. our methods for the temponym detection task.
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4.9.3.3 Temporal enrichment
We compared our best performing model, global model, to HeidelTime tagger to
see how much additional temporal information is added to documents. HeidelTime
normalized 5 533 TempEx’s from WikiBios dataset, and 2 047 from WikiWars dataset
to date values. Whereas, our methods normalized 885 temponyms from WikiBios
dataset, and 558 from WikiWars dataset to date values by disambiguating these
temponyms to KB facts or events. Note that these temponyms are not detected by
HeidelTime tagger at all. Figure 4.5 shows that our methods add 16% additional
temporal information to WikiBios dataset and 27% to WikiWars dataset.
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Global"Model"
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16%$
FIGURE 4.5: Comparison of HeidelTime tagger and our methods for the temporal
enrichment task.
4.9.3.4 Knowledge enrichment
For the knowledge paraphrasing task, the manual assessment over randomly selected
100 temponyms showed that YAGO2 knows only 52 of the events given by the 100
temponyms. On the remaining 48, YAGO2 does not even have any approximate
matches. YAGO2’s coverage is great for canonicalized event names such as “the Great
Recession, Second World War, etc.” However, it is largely agnostic to phrases for
less standardized events such as “the second term of Merkel”, “Obama’s graduation”,
“the last presidential election in France”, etc. Our methods do not only detect these
temponyms but also disambiguate them correctly onto events or facts. Examples from
this comparison are shown in Table 4.11.
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For the knowledge linking task, our methods disambiguated 65 625 temponyms sur-
rounding the facts that are extracted by ternary patterns. 12 803 (20%) of these
temponyms are temporally linked to the extracted facts through prepositional links.
For the knowledge linking task, our methods disambiguated 65 625 temponyms sur-
rounding the facts that are extracted by ternary patterns. 12 803 (20%) of these
temponyms are temporally linked to the extracted facts through prepositional links.
For example, the base facts extracted from the sentence “Hillary was First Lady of the
United States during Clinton’s tenure.” by this method are
hf1:HillaryClinton, holdsPosition, FirstLadyOfUSi,
hf2:BillClinton, holdsPosition, PresidentOfUSi.
These two base facts. then, are linked through the reification mechanism of RDFS.
Thus, hf1i and hf2i are linked as
hf3:f1, validDuring, f2i.
4.9.4 Releasing Data
The temponym repository that we created from different corpora is downloadable
under the url www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/evin/. Moreover, the manually
annotated datasets for temponym detection is also available under the same url.
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4.10 APPLICATIONS
State-of-the-art temporal taggers like SUTime [112] and HeidelTime [98] annotate
TempEx’s with TIMEX3 tags9. However, they cannot handle temponyms. The main
reason is that these tools are rule based systems and do not attempt deep analysis of
the context of TempEx’s. On the contrary, temponyms, in general, can be interpreted
correctly given enough contextual cues. For example the temponym “a second term”
is ambiguous. However, given the sentence “Barack Obama was reelected president
and was sworn in for a second term.”, the temponym “a second term” has a unique
interpretation. It is significant to note that certain kind of temponyms are not much
ambitious. Examples are “World Cup Final 1998”, “Sarkozy’s marriage with Carla
Bruni”, etc. These temponyms are explicit enough for a unique interpretation. We
call the temponyms that do not require deep contextual analysis for disambiguation
explicit temponyms. In this section, we extend the publicly available temporal tagger
HeidelTime10 to cover explicit temponyms through particular rules created for explicit
temponyms. Thus, the tagger can run stand-alone without distant supervision of a
knowledge base and without deep analysis of temponyms.
4.10.1 Implementation
4.10.1.1 Explicit Temponym Creation Process
We merge three data sources to create a large repository of explicit temponyms along
with their temporal annotations.
1. YAGO provides temporal predicates such as hholdsPositioni, hisMarriedToi,
and the facts of such predicates. Moreover, YAGO provides the predicates
hstartedOni, hendedOni, hhappenedOni to indicate the start and end dates of
named events.
2. AIDA contains alias names for entities. For example, “London Olympic
Games”, “Games of the XXX Olympiad” are alias names for the entity
h2012SummerOlympicsi.
3. The pattern dictionary we created in 4.5.1.
9http://www.timeml.org
10https://github.com/HeidelTime/heideltime
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Temponym Repository for Facts.
First, all the temporal facts from YAGO are paraphrased using alias names from the
AIDA dictionary. For example, a paraphrase of the fact
hHillaryRodhamClinton holdsPosition UnitedStatesSecretaryOfStatei is
hHillary Clinton holdsPosition Secretary of Statei by replacing subject and
object entities of the fact with their alias names. The next step is to map the temporal
predicates of these facts to the noun phrases in the pattern dictionary. Therefore, the
paraphrased fact hHillaryClinton holdsPosition SecretaryOfStatei is converted
to the temponym “Hillary Clinton’s term as US Secretary of State” by mapping the
predicate hholdsPositioni to patterns such as “[PER]’s term as”, “[PER] serving
as”, etc.
Temponym Repository for Events.
AIDAmay contain same alias name for different entities with certain confidence scores
attached. In order to avoid the disambiguity, we consider the alias names that are
unique to event entities. Thus, we create explicit temponyms of events by taking only
canonical alias names of events. For example, the named event h2012SummerOlympicsi
has many alias names. But there are two alias names that are not shared by any
other entity in AIDA, namely, “London Olympic Games”, and “Games of the XXX
Olympiad”.
4.10.1.2 Temponym Tagging with HeidelTime
HeidelTime is a rule-based temporal tagger. It contains two important resource files
that are responsible for the two stages of temporal expression detection and normaliza-
tion. Pattern resources contain phrases (e.g., “April”) to be detected. Normalization
resources contain information how to normalize the detected expressions (e.g., “April”
to 04). There is one additional resource called rules to handle the extraction and
normalization jointly. Further details about HeidelTime’s rule syntax is explained in
[97, 98].
For temponym tagging, we use explicit temponyms to create HeidelTime pattern and
normalization resources. Simple rules combine this information and are applicable in
the same way as all rules for standard temporal expressions. Verbal paraphrases are
also added. For instance, using the patterns PER holdsPosition (names of persons
for the facts of hholdsPositioni) and noun holdsPosition (noun phrases such
as “[PER]’s term as” and “[PER] serving as” ), the rule ext=’%PER holdsPosition1
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%noun holdsPosition’,norm=’normPER holdsPosition(1)’ matches phrases about a
person’s holding a position and assigns respective dates.
4.10.2 Statistics
Overall, we added to HeidelTime’s English resources temponyms for more than 40,000
events and for more than 900,000 facts with several paraphrases. Currently, facts
about persons (birth, death, political position, marriage; 664,000) and culture (releases,
directions, authors; 253,000) are contained. The events cover several types, e.g., sport
events and (historic) battles. Note that we only added those temponyms, for which
explicit start and end information is available in YAGO.
To test how many temponyms are detected and normalized on an example corpus, we
ran HeidelTime on the WikiWars corpus [181]. We extracted a total of 212 temponyms
so that about 8% additional temporally annotated phrases are detected in addition to
the standard TempEx’s.
4.10.3 Software
The HeidelTime tagger extended with explicit temponyms is publicly available under
the url www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/evin/.
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4.11 SUMMARY
This chapter has addressed the goal of populating knowledge bases with temponyms.
In addition, we can enrich text documents by temponyms along with their semantic
and temporal annotation. We developed the first model for temponym resolution that
uses joint inference for high-quality mappings to a knowledge base.
Our system takes different text sources (news, biographies, encyclopedic articles) as
input and proceeds in two steps. First, temponym phrases are detected together with
their contextual cues such as entity mentions, and other TempEx’s around. Second,
these phrases are disambiguated onto canonicalized events or facts in the KB, per-
forming the temponym disambiguation. We developed a set of integer linear programs
(ILP’s) using different constraints and objective functions to jointly disambiguate
mentions to entities and resolve the temponyms.
Our comprehensive experiments with three corpora (biographies, history documents,
news articles) demonstrate the viability and quality of our solution. The experiments
show that our methods indeed can populate knowledge bases with this new kind of
temporal knowledge. Moreover, our methods can substantially enrich text documents
with new temporal information that cannot be detected by state-of-the-art tools.
The temponym repository11 that we created can be used for various applications. As an
example, we extended the well known HeidelTime tagger with a subset of temponyms
to extract and normalize temponyms as a stand-alone tool.
11www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/evin/
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 SUMMARY
This dissertation presented two main contributions to cover a common problem of
current knowledge bases, the lack of temporal knowledge. The contributions are in
the areas of populating knowledge bases with named events, and with temponyms, the
alias names denoting events and temporal facts.
Our first contribution is EVIN for named event extraction from news. EVIN extracts
events in the long tail by going beyond Wikipedia and extracting ontological events
from news. Thus, it fills an important gap in the scope and freshness of knowledge
bases. EVIN takes news articles from arbitrary sources as input, and distills the
extracted cues into canonicalized events along with temporal ordering and semantic
labeling. EVIN’s technical contribution here is to capture several similarity measures
among news articles in a multi-view attributed graph, and distill named events from
this graph by a novel graph coarsening algorithm based on the minimum description
length principle.
Our second contribution is populating knowledge bases with temponyms. Thus, we
provide knowledge bases with a new kind of temporal knowledge that is essential for
semantic search, query understanding, summarization, deep text analytics, KB curation,
and other tasks. We present methods for detecting temponyms in text, and mapping
them to semantic targets in a knowledge base to canonicalize their representation. Our
methods employ integer linear programs for joint entity disambiguation and temponym
resolution. This extends the knowledge base by obtaining new alias names for facts
and events. In addition, it enriches documents with semantic and temporal annotations.
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5.2 OUTLOOK
While the methods presented in this dissertation make significant progress toward
populating knowledge bases with temporal knowledge, there is still room for future
work. We conclude this dissertation by discussing open research directions in temporal
knowledge harvesting.
Continuous Event Extraction.
EVIN harvests events in an offline manner from a given news corpus. However, the
knowledge about events is very dynamic, as new events emerge continuously. In
addition, beyond news, there is social media as a rich source for reporting events. The
research question here is: how can we extend the methods of EVIN for continuous
extraction of events from news and social media? The first challenge here is the
continuous update of the multi-view attributed graph. The second challenge is to come
up with new coarsening algorithms that can work on a highly dynamic graph. Such a
continuous event extraction framework requires maintaining the event groups under
dynamic weight updates for directed and undirected edges, for attributes of nodes, and
for other elements of the MVAG.
Unsupervised Temponym Resolution.
We defined temponyms as specific kinds of noun phrases that are alias names for events
and facts in a knowledge base. Hence, the temporal resolution task is guided by a
knowledge base, making it a distantly supervised task. However, knowledge bases are
incomplete. As a result, many temporal phrases that are indeed about facts and events
are not disambiguated, since knowledge bases may not contain the respective events
or facts at all. The research question here is: how can we detect and disambiguate
temponyms without relying on a knowledge base, yet with high accuracy? The main
problem is to find canonical representations for temponyms without using a knowledge
base. The second challenge is to link temponyms to relevant out-of-knowledge-base
entities. Resolving temponyms without background knowledge base requires solving
these two problems jointly.
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